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THE United Nations High
 Commission for Refugees
(UNHCR), in its Global Trends:
Forced Displacement in 2018
 indicates the following: ‘The
global population of forcibly
 displaced increased by 2,3
 million people in 2018. By the
end of the year, almost 70,8
 million individuals were forcibly
displaced worldwide as a result
of persecution, conflict, violence,
or human rights violations. As a
result, the world’s forcibly
 displaced population remained
yet again at a record high.’

The statistics are mind-bog-
gling. The numbers, at a very
basic level, speak of the myth of a
world increasing in prosperity for
all. It is a lie bandied about by the
super-rich and powerful elites of
the world, who have at their dis-
posal weapons, economies, media
and an inglorious queue of aca-
demics who churn out the non-
sense of rising prosperity for
everyone under the ‘miracle’ of
neoliberal economics.

The importance of these ‘acad-
emics for hire’ as they have been
derisively named is that they cre-
ate a taken-for-granted set of
ideas in society, taken up by jour-
nalists who know no better, and
news editors hungry for ‘experts’
to peddle their sophisticated lies
to most of us who want, and
need, to make sense of an increas-
ingly complex world.

And so it is vital that we con-
sider World Refugee Day (which
was on June 20) not as a one-off
event. We need to think through
our approach. How do we come
to understand what a ‘refugee’ is?
What are we told to love or fear
about ‘refugees’? Are they like us?
Are they not like us? Do they de-
serve compassion or are there
other humans who are more de-
serving of our compassion? These
questions are crucial for us to
think through. Slavoj Zizek,
noted and (in)famous philosopher,
tells us that we need to respect
people irrespective of difference or
similarity. That respect comes
from a recognition that we are
human only insofar as we act hu-
manely. If we act towards
‘refugees’ as if they are ‘not of us’,
we are letting go of our human-
ness. Think hard, and then turn to
pages 20 and 21 for a series of ar-
ticles about some of the 70,8 mil-
lion of Allah’s creation who face
incredible challenges in post-
apartheid South Africa.

As Kenya threatens to close the three refugee camps in Dadaab, which host a total of 211 365 registered refugees and asylum seekers from Somalia, this mother faces
the bleak prospect of a forced return with her family to a country hit by widespread famine and ongoing conflict. Photo HIKRCN/123RF.COM
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PRESIDENT Ramaphosa
 commenced his State of the Nation
Address (Sona) on June 20 with a
somewhat dramatic reference to the
injustices of historic land issues, but
then he did an about-face on the
issue of land expropriation.
In his June 20 address, he called for
faster economic growth through
 ‘accelerated land reform in rural and
urban areas and a clear property rights
regime’. Notably, there was no mention
of land expropriation.
In his address in February, this year,
the president was somewhat more
 radical when he announced that he
would support the work of the
 Constitutional Review Committee
tasked with the review of Section 25 of
the Constitution to ‘unambiguously set
out provisions for expropriation of land
without compensation’. This shift in his
position, from radical to liberal, is not a
surprise. The president is a business-
man so his priorities are expected to
veer toward compliance with national
and global economic policy
 imperatives, which are largely
 neoliberal. The narrative of reform is
clearly distinct from his predecessor’s
declarations of policies to implement
radical economic transformation.
We knew then – and it is becoming
patently evident now through the
 revelations of the Zondo Commission –
that Zuma’s pretence of a pro-poor
agenda essentially masked state
 capture. This is the reason there has
been large-scale looting of the people’s
resources by the powerful in
 government and in the private sector.
Our economic crisis is, in large part, the
making of a powerful elite.

And the president is clearly among the
elite, albeit from another faction of the
ruling party. So when we hear lofty talk
about reform and dreams of building a
new high-tech city, a bullet train and of
leaving the past behind to create a
 better future, we must ask how this is
possible given all the odds, including
the rivalry within his own party.
The South African economy is
 functioning largely through borrowing
already, so the question that naturally
arises is: where is the money coming
from? Well before the president’s
speech we learned that he was
 planning on the unbundling of Eskom
as a solution to its woes. Now we learn
that Eskom will be receiving another
massive bailout. And the good news is
that this is supposed to mitigate risk
 exposure should Eskom default on
 another loan and the impact it would
have on the already constrained fiscus.
There remains no clarity on direction
for this failed state-owned entity and
that of others, like Denel. In the last
week of June we learned the latter
 entity was bailed out by a benefactor to
pay workers’ salaries.
Every Sona is supposed to offer hope,
and in this respect the president offers
abundant hope with five goals for the
next ten years that address the social
and economic structural constraints
that inhibit our potential and that deny
many of our people a decent and
 dignified existence. The national
 anxiety remains as long as those who
enabled state capture are not facing
justice or even arrest. The real test of
the president’s mettle is not just to
 deliver on the good he has promised
but to root out the rot he has inherited.
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DR SHAHID MATHEE
ALLAH’S rahmah on Imam
 Abdullah Haron and the students
of June 16, 1976. They are
shuhada. We remember our
shuhada therefore we exist.

In other words, if we fail to
commemorate them, to preserve
their memory for posterity, to en-
sure they are part of our curricu-
lum then we simply do not exist.
The shaheed gives selflessly her/
his life in the path of Allah for the
dignity of creation so we can have
our literal and ethical existence.

Language is inadequate to talk
about the shaheed; we can only
wonder and stand in gratitude and
awe of the shaheed.

But what is shahadah? To ap-
preciate the shaheed, we should
know shahadah.

To begin with, it is fundamental
that we know that ideas do not
evolve around people, rather, peo-
ple evolve around ideas. As Ali bin
Abi Talib says, ‘Know the truth
and you will know the people of
truth.’

The shaheed is only a shaheed
when s/he knows shahadah as a
Quranic idea and acts within its
boundaries. Hence, the proper
definition of shahadah is an im-
perative; a definition derived from
the Quran and the exemplary con-
duct of Prophet Muhammad
(SAW).

In light of this, the term/ con-
cept martyrdom cum martyr does

not equate to shahadah cum sha-
heed. Martyr is derived from the
old English martir which is Latin
in origin. Martir is lexically and
epistemically linked to death; its
primary connotation is dying
through suffering.

This Christian notion of mar-
tyrdom is rooted in the struggle of
the early Christians against Rome;
they, apparently, hastened to meet
the oppression of the Roman
coloniser by embracing death and
welcoming suffering as an authen-
tication of their faith in God.

As a modern Biblical scholar
puts it, the early Christians em-
braced and emulated and capi-
talised on the gruesome suffering,
pain and martyrdom of the
Roman gladiator; the latter func-
tioned as the regulatory ‘body’ for
them.

Death is never the primary con-
notation and aim of shahadah.
The essence of the struggle of the
to-be shaheed is life; s/he loves life
– life on this earth, a life of dignity,
of justice, and of beauty that Allah
articulates in the Quran.

The Muslim does not engage in
jihad against tyranny to die, less so
to embrace death through suffer-
ing and being killed. In many
verses, the Quran alludes to
human creation on this earth as a
good thing, ‘We have created in-
saan in the best of fashion.’

Life is Allah’s gift to us and
therefore we should embrace it,
participate in jihad not to die but

to preserve life and out of our love
for life. Allah created us in this
world only to experience beauty,
love and wholesomeness.

Of course, a person only em-
bodies shahadah in completeness,
i.e. becomes shaheed when s/he is
killed. But s/he has to witness life
already before being killed. The
lexical, legal and ethical meaning
of shahadah is to witness, i.e. the
shaheed is a witness to life.

However, because the earth and
our historical existence have been
polluted, some human beings who
have imposed suffering and death,
the shaheed is a witness a second
time. This time, s/he witnesses the
perversion of the original order
called into being by the compas-
sion of God; s/he witnesses the suf-
fering and the ugly.

S/he wants to restore that orig-
inal beauty; wants all to live life as
God wanted, hence this double
witnessing act. S/he is prepared to
be killed because those who per-
verted the original reality of
beauty do everything in that vein,
ending with killing the shaheed
who now fulfils shahadah through
death.

Dying in the path of Allah and
the oppressed is an authentication
of the witness’s sincerity to Allah,
her/ his love for life and existence
in a perverted earth. Only now, at
this secondary stage, does the liv-
ing shaheed embrace death, wel-
come death.

The shaheed did not witness in

order to die. God does not want us
to suffer, less so die through suffer-
ing. But Allah lets the killing of the
shaheed go ahead as a sign of His
love and acceptance of the sha-
heed’s witnessing of life.

The Quran says, ‘Say not to the
ones killed in the cause of Allah
[you are] dead but [you are] alive.’

To put the verse in a different
way, ‘You ones alive who did not
yet begin witnessing do not feel
and are therefore not yet a living
shaheed. Only when you begin to
witness for life and get killed for
witnessing will you really live.’

Al-Shaheed Abdullah Haron
was a witness to life. He was, to
use the Heidegerrian notion,
being-there-in-the-world, in a part
of Africa perverted by whiteness’s
racism, othering and negation of
the majority of human beings.

His being-there-in-the-world
was his witnessing in Caledon
Square through torture: the needle
inserted into his spine, the baton
hailing down on his private parts
so he does not bring into the
world human beings who will con-
tinue to witness and embrace life.

Likewise, the being-there-in-
the-world of the children of June
16, 1976, was being on the streets
of Soweto witnessing to the vio-
lence and dehumanisation of
racialised gutter education but, be-
fore that, witnessing to the beauty
of knowledge.

How can we be shaheed today
if we are to express our gratitude

to Abdullah Haron?
One way is to be witnesses by

becoming involved in the reopen-
ing of the inquest into his killing
and that of the many others who
died in Azania, whether in deten-
tion, in exile or on the streets.

Our genuine being-in-the-world
of 2019 South Africa/ Azania is to
witness the poverty and alienation
imposed by Capitalist corruption,
and therefore struggle for a better
life; one of love.

Let us all wish and strive to be
living shaheeds; a witnessing that
if Allah wills, knowing our sincer-
ity, we will attain witnessing in
and through death.
Dr Shahid Mathee is a lecturer in
the Department of Religion
 Studies at University of
 Johannesburg.

The meaning of shahadah
The Muslim 

does not
 engage 
in jihad 
against
tyranny 
to die...
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TYMON SMITH
SEVERAL important steps have
been made over the last month
on the thorny and long-ignored
plight of the prosecution of 
post-Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) cases.

These include the announce-
ment about three weeks ago that
the TRC’s victims’ database has,
after a nine-year legal battle, been
made accessible to the public,
thanks to the work of the South
African History Archive (Saha);
the dismissal, by a full bench of
the Gauteng High Court, of the
application for a stay of prosecu-
tion by former security policeman
Joao Rodrigues in the Ahmed
Timol matter; and the granting of
an order in the case of disappeared
Umkhonto weSizwe activist
Nokuthula Simelane that she be
officially regarded as deceased.

On the surface, it seems that
some of the bureaucratic obstacles
that have hampered the search for
justice for many families who lost
loved ones during the struggle are
slowly being moved aside by the
government.

This seems to show a new will-
ingness by government to make
good on one of the fundamental
agreements made in order to en-
sure the peaceful negotiation to
democracy a quarter-of-a-century
ago.

That promise was the prosecu-
tion of those responsible for
human rights violations who did
not use the opportunity for
amnesty made available to them
by the TRC process.

It seems that the complicated,
murky, probably deeply uncom-
fortable but perhaps ultimately re-
vealing truth of these cases is being
approached.

However, there are still ques-
tions about and serious accusa-
tions against previous members of
the government concerning their
involvement in attempts to use the
organs of state, including the pros-
ecuting authority, to prevent
proper investigation and prosecu-
tion of perpetrators.

In particular, the judgment
handed down in the Timol matter
made some very scathing assess-
ments of the National Prosecuting
Authority (NPA) and its attempts
to wriggle out of taking responsi-
bility for its lack of action.

It sought also to blame mem-
bers of the Thabo Mbeki adminis-
tration, asking that we believe that
in these cases the NPA is as much
a victim of political interference as
the families of the victims of
apartheid-era atrocities and
human rights violations.

‘For want of a nail, the horse
was lost, for want of a horse, the
king was lost, for want of a king,

the kingdom was lost,’ or so the
supposedly politically independent
institution tasked with the pursuit
of justice for all South Africans
would have people believe.

They didn’t lose the nail, it was
taken away from them and there
was nothing they could do about
it.

The NPA’s lack of enthusiasm
to deal actively with political inter-
ference puts it in an awkward po-
sition – at worst, guilty of
perpetrating a further crime
against those who have spent
decades searching for answers; at
best an accessory to the crimes of
political interference committed
by those in government.

Either way, it is not adequate
for the NPA to point to newly in-
creased capacity in the Priority
Crimes Litigation Unit (PCLU) or
the reopening of the inquest into
the death of Neil Aggett as evi-
dence of its commitment to pursu-
ing justice.

These should have happened
long ago, after the PCLU was set
up with a specific mandate in
2003 to investigate TRC cases,
following the handover of the

commission’s final report to Presi-
dent Mbeki.

‘We admit we didn’t do our job
but we’re doing it now so please
be patient,’ says the NPA.

But that isn’t enough because
its failure to do its job until now
or to alert parliament to interfer-
ence in its mandate means that
perpetrators who did not apply for
amnesty and should have been
subject to prosecution have es-
caped justice thanks to the passage
of time.

Aggett’s main interrogator,
Stephan Whitehead, died just days
before the decision to reopen the
inquest was announced, in spite of
the fact that his whereabouts had
been known for several years and
he had been offering his services to
intelligence agencies in his post-
apartheid reinvention as a security
services expert.

The two main interrogators in
the Timol case were both alive for
many years and the family knew
their whereabouts but both died
before that inquest was reopened.

One of the accused in the
Nokuthula Simelane matter died
after the case was reopened, and in

many other cases it is likely that
time has allowed those who had
answers to go to their graves with
their secrets.

The NPA has certainly con-
tributed to this situation through
the political interference that it
suffered, which contributed to
long delays in getting answers for
families.

Likewise, the Department of
Justice has also been found want-
ing in its attitude to the public re-
lease of the TRC’s victims’
database – a collection of poten-
tially rich information for re-
searchers and more importantly
for victims’ families to use in their
attempts to prosecute.

After a nine-year battle between
the Saha and the justice depart-
ment, these documents have fi-
nally been made public.

As Timol’s nephew, Imtiaz
Cajee, pointed out recently in an
interview with the Financial Mail:
‘A wealth of evidence resides in
these databases. I am of the view
that there are definitely apartheid
security records in government in-
stitutions, and you can rest as-
sured that some of these are in the
hands of former officials.’

He also noted that state docu-
ments relating to former members
of the apartheid regime and other
security files were significant in the
reopened inquest into his uncle’s
death in 2017, which found that
Timol had not committed suicide
but had been murdered by the se-
curity police.
This is an abridged version of an
article that was first published by
New Frame (ww.newframe.com)

Can the NPA save face on unresolved apartheid deaths?
The NPA’s lack of enthusiasm to deal actively with

 political interference puts it in an awkward position – at
worst, guilty of perpetrating a further crime against those

who have spent decades searching for answers; at best 
an accessory to the crimes of political interference

 committed by those in government...
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SHUAIB MANJRA
THE Eid edition of Muslim
Views carried two articles on the
Nouman Ali Khan (NAK) issue –
one by their senior reporter and
the other by Professor Sadiyya
Shaikh.

Mahmood Sanglay’s piece
elicited diverse reactions; some
found it offensive and others
called it balanced. To understand
this better, I engaged in a closer
reading of the article and found
just poor journalism. Not because
the bias in the article slants against
my opinion but because it does so
under the guise of neutrality and
balance. Context and timing are
important. Muslim Views ignored
this burning issue in its Ramadaan
edition when this debate was
fiercely raging in the community
and which would have enabled
readers to make an informed
choice regarding NAK’s visit.

Furthermore, the current issue
forewords the two articles with an
editorial which appears as a vir-
tual apology for highlighting this
issue of public interest.

Sanglay’s piece was given pride
of place, with Shaikh’s article rel-
egated to page 6. Placement is just
one example of demonstrable bias;
others include language, space
granted to specific views, silencing
and highlighting, and the general
tenor of arguments.

A simple deconstruction of
Sanglay’s piece reveals a consistent
bias beyond an extremely thin ve-
neer of balance. Here I attempt to

reveal a sampling of fundamental
errors and bias in his article.

1. The first elementary error is
indisputable: nearly three times
the number signed the letter to the
Gatesville Mosque committee than
the 29 that Sanglay claims.

2. Importantly, Sanglay does
not disclose his ‘skin in the game’:
The Academia Library, to which
he is closely associated, opted to
platform NAK during Ramadaan
despite the serious charges against
him.

3. Those who signed the letter
are described in the article as ‘ac-
tivists’ and those who sat on the
two panels arbitrating the case are
granted various appellations. But
he reserves the term ‘respected
scholar’ only for Akram Nadvi,
who is a NAK defender.

For the record, the letter is
signed by a wide range of people,
including highly ‘respected schol-
ars’ in various fields, as are those
who served on the panels that
found NAK’s behaviour unethical
and immoral.

4. In a conceptual train-smash,
the article quotes an anonymous
source who alludes to the #MeToo
movement as a ‘progressive neo-
liberal’ project. There are two false
constructs here: ‘progressive’ and
‘neo-liberal’ are diametrically op-
posed notions.

Furthermore, neo-liberalism is
primarily an economic project.
Defining it as liberalism may be
more apt but still conceptually
wrong. The #MeToo movement is
actually a radical project that

seeks to upend toxic masculinity,
gender-based violence (GBV) and
centres victims, and not perpetra-
tors, as Sanglay does.

5. It is common practice for in-
quiries to take various guises and
vary with respect to the required
level of evidence; for example, the
level of evidence required in medi-
ation, adjudication or arbitration
processes is very different from a
civil case (based on balance of
probability) compared to a crimi-
nal case, which requires proof be-
yond reasonable doubt.

Cross-examining witnesses or
protecting their identities is based
on individual circumstances.
Sanglay confuses these processes,
levels of evidence required and the
fact that ethical, moral or spiritual
violations may differ from crimi-
nal acts.

In most cases, abused women
find little relief though a judicial
process and thus seek alternative
remedies. His article is replete with
such confusion.

6. Anybody who is mildly in-
formed about gender-based vio-
lence and sexual harassment
would take offence at Sanglay’s
question: ‘why (is) the identity of
the accusers being withheld’.
There are obvious reasons which I
will not seek to edify him about
here.

7. When one strips the article of
all its distortions, it is apparent
that the author conveniently ig-
nores a simple and critically im-
portant fact: there were only two
formal processes instituted, which

had access to all the evidence, in-
terviewed the protagonists in the
case, evaluated the evidence, ruled
on the evidence, provided findings
and, importantly, provided a reso-
lution to the problem, and issued
a formal finding.

All the others he quotes base
their opinion on pure speculation.
Both the panels were constituted
by independent and ‘respected
scholars’ and community leaders
who found against NAK. Yet,
Sanglay continuously makes the
odd claim that there was no for-
mal finding against NAK.

This is not ‘trial by media or in
the court of public opinion’ as he
portrays it but based on a formal
process by independent adjudica-
tors.

8. The findings were taken so
seriously by the North American
Muslim leadership that, where in
the past NAK was a headline
speaker at most national confer-
ences, he is now not platformed –
a significant fact ignored entirely
in the article.

Interestingly, NAK has never
addressed the specific allegations,
save in generalities. Sanglay
strangely refuses to analyse further
NAK’s reluctance to be inter-
viewed by him.

9. One only wonders why
anonymous people who signed the
petition and then are critical of it,
are quoted in the article but not
those who initiated it and are com-
mitted to its substance. Is this an
attempt to delegitimise the peti-
tion?

For the record, the petition was
signed voluntarily by all individu-
als without a hint of coercion. If
these individuals have the courage
of their conviction and disagree
with the content, they would have
their names removed. Further-
more, the signatories invited the
Gatesville Mosque to engage in a
conversation, which they sadly
spurned.

10. Let me add that most of the
signatories of the petition to
Gatesville Mosque are pluralists
with a deep understanding of the
fiqh of disagreement. If we
thought this matter was about ‘re-
spectful disagreement’ (to quote
Sanglay) we would have acted ap-
propriately.

For us, this represented a fun-
damental violation of the princi-
ples of our faith and thus we acted
accordingly. Gender-based vio-
lence is a scourge in any commu-
nity and must not be mistaken
with ‘respectful disagreement’.

11. Lastly, and most tellingly,
but not surprisingly, women’s
voices are largely absent from
Sanglay’s article.

In short, this article rather than
being an honest and unbiased re-
flection on the issue, is anything
but. Sadly, it is dissipatory and at-
tempts to snuff a grave issue where
injustice has been committed, and
I sincerely hope that readers are
not taken by Sanglay’s tomfoolery.
Dr Shuaib Manjra was a
 signatory to the letter addressed
to the Gatesville Mosque
 Committee.

Nouman Ali Khan - when the veneer of objectivity 
actually masks bias: a response to Mahmood Sanglay
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MAHMOOD SANGLAY
ANYTHING can be called
 veneer when you do a superficial
critique and spew rhetoric
 instead of substance. This is why
Dr Shuaib Manjra’s rhetoric (see
page 8) fails to prove bias.

Muslim Views is a monthly
publication and print news cover-
age in the age of social media
would have been superfluous in
the May/ Ramadaan edition. That
is why we opted for analysis after
Khan’s visit. It was simply a prac-
tical decision. And our coverage in
the June/ Eid-ul-Fitr edition shows
we did not ignore the issue, as
Manjra alleges.

The editorial offers context for
coverage of an unusual story of al-
legations of spiritual abuse against
an individual. Manjra labels con-
textualisation as apology. With
clever-looking rhetoric any kind of
labelling is possible.

Placement and space allocation
of the two articles was not only
subject to editorial discretion. It
was also a function of planning
and editorial deadlines. In the in-
terests of fairness and balance Pro-
fessor Shaikh’s piece was
accommodated even though it was
submitted after deadline and ex-
ceeded the word count initially
agreed upon.

The 29 signatories of the letter
to Masjidul Quds appeared on a
social media post at the time of
writing the story, although this
number may have increased subse-

quently.
My association with Academia

Library as volunteer is a fact. That
I played no role in Khan’s partici-
pation in the library’s programme
is also a fact. Both these facts are
irrelevant to the story and there-
fore their disclosure is not re-
quired.

However, rhetoric enables
Manjra to manipulate two facts
and deploy the aphorism ‘skin in
the game’ to arrive at a dubious
conclusion.

The term ‘activists’ is used as a
collective for all the signatories of
diverse backgrounds. What they
share in common is their support
for the social call to action in the
letter they signed, hence they are
activists.

The members of the two panels
are referred to as ‘leading Mus-
lims’ and details of their respective
titles and professional credentials
are provided. This reflects a record
of fact as well as respect for the
panellists and their competency.
Yet Manjra argues I reserve ‘re-
spected scholar’ for Dr Nadwi.
More thin rhetoric.

The term progressive neoliber-
alism is not a false construct as
stated by Manjra. Like neoliberal
feminism it is addressed as a sub-
ject in academic papers by leading
critical theorists, feminists, politi-
cal and social scientists and
philosophers. The academic
Nancy Fraser and others argue
that ‘liberal feminism supplies a
progressive sheen for neoliberal-

ism’.
Manjra alleges that I centre the

perpetrators of gender-based vio-
lence (GBV). His evidence for the
allegation remains, at best thin
rhetoric, at worst none. Muslim
Views is not a platform for perpe-
trators of GBV.

Manjra argues that I confuse
mediation, adjudication, arbitra-
tion and the levels of evidence re-
quired for these processes as
opposed to that for civil and for
criminal cases. He claims he read
the article closely, yet he misses the
key point: there is no clarity on
what process the panels adopted,
hence the series of questions posed
to them, which they chose not to
answer.

This points to the fundamental
problem of two apparently con-
tending approaches to the issue:
that of a victim-centred approach
as opposed to that of an evidence-
based and due process approach.

Manjra’s allegation that I con-
fuse the processes is wrong be-
cause there is at present no broad
consensus on process for dealing
with spiritual abuse by Muslim
leaders.

Above all, the panel of six con-
cedes that there is a vacuum of ad-
equate mechanisms of
accountability for Muslims in
public service. Manjra is disingen-
uous in attributing the confusion
to me instead of the absence of ad-
equate mechanisms of accounta-
bility.

About withholding the identity

of the victims: there are perfectly
legitimate reasons why this is done
in the case of Khan. There may
also be instances where greater
scrutiny is required to ensure that
the protection of anonymity ac-
corded to victims is not abused.
Hence the question is relevant. Of-
fence is not intended. Nor should
it be contrived, as Manjra does.

Manjra insists the two panels
engaged in formal processes and
made formal findings. Not so. The
panel explicitly states it addressed
the accusers and the accused. Then
the panel confirms the allegations
are true. Nowhere in that state-
ment is there any reference to a
formal process or a formal find-
ing, not even to any report.

No matter how much Manjra
chooses to ignore this, he cannot
conjure a formal process out of a
statement that does not admit to
one.

Manjra’s problems with the
anonymous signatories, who have
reservations with the petition, are
his own. He should address it in-
side that collective and not with
Muslim Views. Those who initi-
ated the petition against Khan
made plain their case in the peti-
tion, hence there was no need to
interview them. Manjra’s question
about my attempt to legitmise the
petition betrays insecurity, which
he needs to deal with.

Women’s voices are absent in
the article says Manjra. The panel
of six consists of four women,
each one of whom was directly ap-

proached for comment. They all
declined. The co-founder of In
Shaykh’s Clothing is a professional
woman. She is named and quoted
in the article.

It is telling that Manjra com-
pletely ignores the position of this
project launched specifically to ad-
dress spiritual abuse in the Muslim
world. In Shaykh’s Clothing found
the Khan case was ‘grossly mis-
handled’, yet Manjra fails to re-
spond to this finding.

It is evident that Manjra’s bel-
ligerent rhetoric drives away par-
ties, like the Masjidul Quds
committee, who express an inter-
est in supporting victims of spiri-
tual abuse and who also feel
strongly about holding Muslim
leaders accountable. Besides signa-
tories, there are others who disap-
prove of Manjra’s hostile and
dogmatic style but are silenced by
his labelling.

This is beyond the fiqh dis-
agreement. It is about its spirit,
particularly in an environment
where we have common cause for
two important reasons: firstly, to
provide security and justice for
victims of spiritual abuse; sec-
ondly, to root out this scourge by
holding the perpetrators of spiri-
tual abuse accountable.

By labelling and alienating peo-
ple who don’t agree with his ap-
proach, Manjra is responsible for
undermining what ought to be a
safe and open space for conversa-
tion about this very important
topic.

Rhetoric cannot prove bias
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SHAFIQ MORTON
IT is not often that a community
has to mourn two great stalwarts
in the space of a few days. It is
like a forest losing two of its
biggest trees.

Messages of tribute from far
and wide have poured in for Ab-
dool Carrim Gani (75) and Dr
Shawkat Ali Thokan (76), who
both passed away last month,
ironically within days of each
other.

As close friends, theirs was a
special, lifelong relationship, seen
in their unselfish vision and ac-
tivism that spanned more than
four decades.

From the front rooms of their
houses in Rustenburg grew the
first shoots of the Muslim Youth
Movement, which in turn saw the
establishment of iconic institutions
such as Sanzaf, Awqaf, the Islamic
Dawah Movement, the Islamic
Medical Association, the Islamic
Research Institute, the Media Re-
view Network and many others.

Space precludes featuring all of
the glowing tributes that have
flowed in from friends, comrades
and colleagues since their demise
but one common refrain has been
that both Abdool Carrim Gani
and Dr Shawkat Ali Thokan were
hands-on activists to the end but
never in the sense that they would
ever impose themselves.

Imthiaz Jhetam, Gauteng’s San-
zaf chairperson, summed up their
ethos by saying that they always

motivated people. Their focus was
in creating an empowering envi-
ronment for growth. They were
never interested in their own posi-
tions or being gatekeepers.

‘Dr Thokan, for example,
would initiate something, create a
core group and then step back,’ he
said, adding that Thokan had had
a hugely compassionate and en-
during concern for the welfare of
the ummah.

Ismail Kalla, one of the MYM’s
early figures, said what separated
Dr Thokan and Gani from others
was that they did not serve for the
sake of their egos.

‘The ego is the biggest destroyer
and disruptor of our organisations
today but these men were of such
calibre they were never interested
in their egos.

‘For that reason, their ideas
thrived through other people.’

Siddique Parker, Gani’s son-in-
law, said that his father-in-law was
compassionate, humorous, outgo-
ing and hardworking, even when
suffering ill health.

During Sanzaf’s Ramadaan
programmes, Abdool-Carrim
Gani would be the first to arrive
and the last to leave.

As the pioneering figure of San-
zaf’s Malawi and Mozambique’s
Qurbani programme, he was
never at home for Eid-ul-Adha for
more than twenty years.

He would see the sacrifice and
long hours as a necessary service
to those less fortunate than him.

Ahmad Saeed Moolla, yet an-
other activist and Sanzaf stalwart,
said Gani saw zakaah as a sacred

trust to be executed, not merely
spoken about. He was always de-
termined to carry it out, despite
the massive challenges he encoun-
tered along the way.

Moolla points to the special re-
lationship between Dr Thokan
and Gani, whose strengths merged
into a formidable social and or-
ganisational force.

Dr Thokan, he says, was the
thoughtful one, the public intel-
lect, the orator and the community
face who could work the crowds,
while Gani – an intellect himself –
would be the engine behind the
scenes, planning and paying atten-
tion to every detail.

Zeinoudien Cajee, Awqaf CEO,
recalls that the pair initially en-
countered hostility from the ulama
corps when they first established
Sanzaf but soldiered on, their eyes
never off the ball.

Thokan, he says, was the key
driver in the formation of Sanzaf
in the 1970s, which was a project
of the MYM.

Sanzaf, says Cajee, stands as a
‘monument (to Thokan and Gani)
and a symbol of passionate per-
sistence, commitment, dedication,
vision and a yearning to succeed’.

Iqbal Jassat of the Media Re-
view Network notes that Thokan’s
humble demeanour and selfless
commitment were ‘outstanding
qualities which endeared him to
the youth’, a youth eager to con-
front societal challenges. He en-
abled the voice of the youth to
have relevancy.

It is sweetly ironic that this
journalist called Dr Thokan a few
days before his passing, to com-
ment on his dear friend, Abdool
Carrim Gani.

Profusely thanking me for call-
ing him, he described Gani as a
lifelong friend and a compassion-
ate human being.

He said he would remember
him as an outgoing person, and
who to him was a pillar of
strength.

A measure of his humility was
that not once in the interview did
he refer to himself.

Dr Shawkat Allie Thokan and
Abdool Carrim Gani have both
played pivotal roles in the reli-
gious, educational and socio-eco-
nomic progress of our community.
Their critical, but hitherto unsung,
contributions to creating vital
community institutions have left a
remarkable legacy.

Indeed, Ismail Kalla related in a
broadcast that Dr Thokan had
once told him: plant a seed and
you get a flower, plant a tree and
you get a forest but plant an idea
and you get a community.

Both men have indeed left us a
rich legacy of kindness, dignity,
generosity and inner strength.
They both lived this life with pur-
pose, serving others endlessly.

They have left us huge shoes to
fill by creating an extraordinary
example in the light of a caring
and compassionate Prophet, a
Prophet (SAW) who always
wanted the best for his people.

ABDOOL CARRIM GANI AND DR SHAWKAT ALI THOKAN

A tribute to giants of service and sacrifice

Abdool Carrim Gani.
Photo SUPPLIED

Dr Shawkat Ali Thokan.
Photo SUPPLIED
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TOYOTA South Africa Motors
(TSAM) registered a total of 
9 772 unit sales, affording the
company a market share of 24,1
per cent for the month of May.

TSAM recorded a total of 
4 732 units in the passenger seg-
ment – claiming a market share of
18,1 per cent, as well as a total of
4 781 units in the Light Commer-
cial Vehicle (LCV) segment with a
commensurate market share of
39,2 per cent.

Once again, the Hilux was the
brand’s top seller with a total of 
3 187 units. SUVs reigned
supreme for Toyota with 2 620
SUV sales logged for the month.

Fortuner and RAV4 models ac-
counted for the bulk of Toyota
SUV sales, which consequently
ranked as the best sellers in the
large- and medium-SUV segments,
with 1 319 and 708 units retailed
for the two models, respectively.

According to Calvyn Ham-
man, Senior Vice President for
Sales and Marketing: ‘The buyer
trend favouring the ride height, in-
terior space, comfort and style of
SUVs at the expense of traditional
passenger cars, appears unstop-
pable, and we are pleased that the
new-generation RAV4 is picking
up where its predecessor left off.

‘This is reinforced by the rock-
solid reputation of Toyota in terms
of quality, reliability and resale
value – vitally important in these

economically-testing times,’
Calvyn said.

According to the National As-
sociation of Automobile Manufac-
turers of South Africa (Naamsa),
out of the total reported industry
sales of 40 506 vehicles, an esti-
mated 35 506 units, or 87,7 per
cent, represented dealer sales, an
estimated 5,8 per cent represented
sales to the vehicle rental industry,
3,6 per cent to industry corporate
fleets and 2,9 per cent to govern-
ment.

Naamsa reports that the new
passenger car market has declined
by 378 units, or 1,4 per cent, to 
26 170 units compared to the 
26 548 new cars sold in May last
year.

The car rental industry’s contri-
bution accounted for 7,9 per cent
of new car sales. Domestic sales of

new LCVs at 12 197 units indicate
a decline of 1 816 units, or 13 per
cent, from the 14 013 LCVs sold
during the corresponding month
last year.

On the premium front, Lexus
retailed a total of 71 units, with
the stylish UX garnering the lion
share of the sales (21). Hino
achieved a 20,3 per cent market
share in the MCV segment, cour-
tesy of a sales total of 138 units in
May.

‘We are truly proud of our
dealer network and can only en-
courage them to continue creating
customer smiles and never to be
complacent. We would also like to
express a big thank you to fleet
owners and car rental companies
for their continued support and
loyalty,’ says Hamman.
Source: MotorPress

Toyota SUVs remain firm favourites

The Toyota Fortuner, along with the RAV4, accounted for the bulk of Toyota SUV
sales. Photo TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

TOYOTA and Hino South
Africa both achieved platinum
awards at the 2019 National
 Automobile Dealers’ Association
(NADA) Dealer Satisfaction
Index (DSI) Awards while Lexus
walked away with gold.

Now in its 24th year, the
awards measure dealers’ satisfac-
tion with the various automotive
brands.

While both Toyota and Hino
retained their number one spots
from last year, they made history
for Toyota South Africa Motors
(TSAM) this year as it is the first
time that a manufacturer has won
Platinum in both Passenger/ Light
Commercial Vehicle (LCV) as well
as commercial categories in the
same year.

All the TSAM brands showed
improvement on the scoreboard
compared to last year. In 2018,
Toyota scored 82,7 points and im-
proved by 2,9 this year to attain a
total of 85,6. Hino moved from
83,8 points in 2018 to 86,1 this
year, improving by 2,3 points.

Lexus made the most signifi-
cant strides, growing from 74,4
points in 2018 to 81 in 2019 – im-
proving by 6,6 points.

Senior Vice President of Sales
and Marketing at TSAM, Calvyn
Hamman, says it is also in the
spirit of Toyota, Hino and Lexus
to keep improving, and that the
brands will continue to keep the
customer in mind throughout its
endeavours to be the best vehicle
brands in South Africa.

Hamman says: ‘The TSAM
Dealer Advisory Councils as well
as all the Toyota, Hino and Lexus
management and staff would like
to express their gratitude to all the
dealers for the vote of confidence
in our brands. We also thank all
those serving on dealer councils
and field staff who ensure our
dealers’ satisfaction index remains
healthy.’
Source: MotorPress

Toyota and Hino win plat-
inum as Lexus bags gold at
2019 NADA DSI awards

...it is also in 
the spirit of

 Toyota, Hino 
and Lexus to keep

improving...
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KIA Motors earlier this month
(June) released the first image of
the new KIA XCeed urban
crossover, which was due to be
unveiled on June 26, 2019.

Stylish, expressive and modern
in design, the new crossover utility
vehicle (CUV) represents a sporty
alternative to traditional, larger
SUVs.

The swept-back, coupe-like ap-
pearance of the new KIA XCeed is
a product of the brand’s European
design centre in Frankfurt, Ger-
many, designed under the direc-
tion of Gregory Guillaume, Vice
President of Design for KIA Mo-
tors Europe.

The combination of its elevated
ride height and lower hip point
give the car a sportier driving po-
sition than a traditional SUV. Its
raised driving position offers a
clearer view of the road ahead
than a conventional family hatch-
back.

More emotional and dynamic
in format and design than its taller
rivals, the new Kia XCeed will
nevertheless offer comparable lev-
els of interior space and luggage
capacity to Europe’s best-selling
SUVs.

Emilio Herrera, chief operating
officer at KIA Motors Europe,
comments: ‘The sporty design and
demeanour of the new KIA XCeed
CUV makes it more innately desir-
able than many taller, larger SUVs.

‘Yet, it offers this without com-
promising on versatility, with its
intelligent packaging achieving the

cabin and storage space of an SUV
in a sportier body and more com-
pact footprint.’

About KIA Motors South
Africa (www.kia.co.za) 

KIA Motors South Africa was
founded in April 1998, and is in-
corporated under Motus Corpora-

tion (Pty) Ltd as the official im-
porter and distributor of KIA Mo-
tors in southern Africa.

Surprising South Africa for the
past 20 years, KIA Motors South
Africa has a dealership footprint
spanning 70 dealerships through-
out South Africa, Namibia, Swazi-
land and Zimbabwe, and offers a
full range of passenger vehicles
and light commercial vehicles.

KIA is the official sponsor of
Beach Tennis in South Africa, and
a proud partner to Tennis South
Africa.

About KIA Motors Corpora-
tion (www.kia.com) 

KIA Motors Corporation
(www.KIA.com) – a maker of
quality vehicles for the young-at-
heart – was founded in 1944 and
is Korea’s oldest manufacturer of
motor vehicles.

About three million KIA vehi-
cles a year are produced at 14
manufacturing and assembly oper-
ations in five countries, which are
then sold and serviced through a
network of distributors and deal-
ers covering around 180 countries.

KIA today has around 51 000
employees worldwide and annual

revenues of over US$47 billion. It
is the major sponsor of the Aus-
tralian Open, official automotive
partner of FIFA – the governing
body of the FIFA World Cup™ –
and official partner of the UEFA
Europa League – the world’s
largest professional club football
competition.

KIA Motors Corporation’s
brand slogan – ‘The power to sur-
prise’ – represents the company’s
global commitment to surprise the
world by providing exciting and
inspiring experiences that go be-
yond expectations.
Source: MotorPress

New KIA XCeed crossover to offer a stylish,
expressive alternative to traditional SUVs

The new KIA XCeed crossover utility vehicle (CUV), with coupe-like appearance,
is a product of the company’s European design centre.

Photo KIA MOTORS SOUTH AFRICA

l Coupe-like European
design for KIA’s new
urban crossover

l Sportier design and han-
dling than an SUV yet
with comparable levels
of interior space and
luggage capacity

l KIA XCeed unveiled
June 26, 2019
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KHADIJA MARTINEZ
IT is a huge task to do an
overview of the history of 
Al Andalus because it covers a
period of around one thousand
years.

There were peaks of glory dur-
ing the Ummayad Caliphate and
later with the Murabitun led by
Yusuf ibn Tassufin, and there were
times of struggles and defeats.

But one conclusion can be
reached: when the Muslims were
united under strong leadership,
Islam expanded its territories as
far as the south of France, flour-
ished, and with it arts, sciences,
crafts and agriculture.

It was a focus of attraction not
only for the Muslim world but
even for the Christians who went
there to learn and enjoy a great
civilisation in a time when they
were thoroughly immersed in ob-
scurantism and plagues.

The small Christian kingdoms
in the north, surrounded by Mus-
lims, seized every chance they
could to attack the minute they
felt the authority and unity of the
Muslims weakened. They pre-
tended it was a religious war but
greed was the main motive, as it
always has been with invasions.

There were two main periods of
disunity in Al Andalus when the
Muslim authority divided into
small kingdoms. The first big crisis
was dealt with by Yusuf ibn Tas-
sufin who went with his army

from Morocco and conquered as
far as the north territories, and ex-
iled the emirs who would not
unify under one authority.

Centuries later, Al Andalus was
again divided into small Muslim
kingdoms, each territory with its
emir or king, usually enemies of
the other Muslim kingdoms, who
were involved in constant claims
and wars against each other; and
what was worse, they often asked
the Christians in the north to help
them in their wars against their
fellow Muslims.

Frequently, the Christians were
simply a mercenary army serving
the different Muslim kings. Some-
times, bigger deals were made
with the Christian kingdoms, such
as giving them the right to yearly
payments.

These Christian knights or mer-
cenaries soon learned about strate-
gies, locations and the strengths
and weaknesses of the Muslim
kingdoms and started their own
‘war business’.

The most famous of them – and
now claimed by official history as
a hero of the re-conquest – was
Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, nicknamed
El Cid.

He fought for the Muslim emirs
in many battles as a mercenary
until he decided he was ready to
become emancipated and ended

up conquering Valencia for him-
self.

Some historians say his nick-
name came from the Arabic Sidi,
he was so well-known amongst
the Muslims.

Isolated, the Muslim kingdoms
fell one after another to the Chris-
tians. By the 15th century, the only
remaining one was Granada.

Many Muslims from other con-
quered areas had fled to this last
Muslim enclave.

It was well populated, rich and
strategically situated on high hills,
although it had been weakened by
a terrible civil war in which father
and son had confronted each other
in a claim for power.

The son, Abu Abdullah, known
to the Christians as Boabdil, was
finally proclaimed the emir but
was sadly destined to be the last
emir of Al Andalus.

In the Christian world, many
things had changed by that time.
In 1453, the Ottomans had be-
come a great power having con-
quered Constantinople – later
renamed Istanbul – which left the
Christians without access to the
routes to Asia.

Both exits of the Mediterranean
Sea were now in the hands of the
Muslims: the Bosphorus and the
Straits of Gibraltar.

The conquest of the kingdom of
Granada was the only way to get
out of the Mediterranean, as fac-
ing the Ottomans was unthink-
able. The Pope as head of the
Christian world made it a priority.

The conquest of Granada was
carefully planned and an army of
integrated members of 11 Euro-
pean countries was gathered.

The kings who had conquered
the Muslim lands in Al Andalus,
Isabel de Castilla and Fernando de
Aragon, got conveniently married
and by it they managed to unify a
vast territory.

They were given the title ‘The
Catholic Kings’ by the Pope, en-
dorsing them with the authority to
lead the papal army.

They prepared well by building
a proper city, not a camp as they
usually did, on the outskirts of
Granada, and named it Santa Fe
(Holy Faith).

They knew the siege they were
about to begin was not going to be
an easy one. The city resisted for
two years.

Meanwhile, delegations from
both sides were meeting to agree
the terms of surrender.

Indeed, the city was never con-
quered but handed over after a
document ‘Las Capitulaciones de
Granada’ (The Treaty of Granada)
was signed.

The Christians agreed to re-
spect the lives of the people, their
properties, mosques, the freedom
to practice Islam, and the right to
be judged by their own qadis. And
on January 2, 1492, the emir gave
the Christians the keys of the city,
trusting these agreements.

He himself consented to be ex-
iled to the mountains of the Alpu-
jarras with his family.

As he was leaving Granada, he
turned back to have a last look at
his beloved city, and tears flowed
from his eyes.

His mother’s words as she saw
him became immortal: ‘Cry like a
woman for what you were not
able to defend like a man.’

Granada, the last Muslim kingdom of Al Andalus

A reconstruction of the moment when the emir of Granada handed over the keys of the city to the Christians who had laid
siege for two years. Image SUPPLIED

A statue of Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, nicknamed El Cid, a Christian knight turned mercenary. He fought for Muslim emirs in
many battles. Image SUPPLIED

Khadija Martinez. Photo SUPPLIED
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MOAMEN ABBASY
ON Monday, June 17, 2019, the
world paused. It froze at the
death of one its most prominent
freedom fighters – a man that has
graced the world with his
 existence.

A loving father, a kind brother
and a great leader, Dr Mohamed
Morsi Isa al-Ayyat was the first
and only democratically elected
Egyptian civilian president.

Dr Mohamed Morsi met his
lord striving persistently on the
path of justice.

Dr Morsi was born in a small
village, al-Adwah, in Sharqia
province. He later moved to Cairo
in the 1960s to study at Cairo Uni-
versity where he earned his first
degree in engineering.

He then spent a few years in the
US where he completed his PhD at
the University of Southern Califor-
nia. Working for NASA, Morsi
was part of the team that devel-
oped space shuttle engines.

However, Morsi yearned for his
country, returned to Egypt and
pursued a teaching career as a pro-
fessor at Zagazig University, in
Egypt. Subsequently, he became
the head of the engineering depart-
ment.

Morsi entered politics when he
was elected for the first time to the
Egyptian parliament in 2000 and
served there for five years as an in-
dependent.

On January 28, 2011, Morsi
and 24 Muslim Brotherhood lead-
ers were detained during the upris-
ing against the dictatorship of
Hosni Mubarak. However, it is al-

leged that the Mubarak regime re-
leased countless non-political pris-
oners in order to cause chaos
among anti-government protes-
tors.

In the confusion of the mass re-
leases, Morsi and his supporters
were also released. Four years
later, he was charged with escap-
ing from custody!

Upon his release, he joined the
Egyptian revolution and with an
increasing number of supporters
for the Muslim Brotherhood party,
the revolution grew more robust.

After the deaths of hundreds
and injuries to thousands,
Mubarak was overthrown. For the
first time in its history, the Broth-
erhood founded a political party
in order to preserve the hard-won
democracy.

With Morsi as its head, the
Freedom and Justice party won

the election and he became the
first democratically elected presi-
dent of Egypt on June 24, 2012.

Holding state criminals to ac-
count for their actions, Morsi was
opposed on many fronts from
within. These state criminals –
leaders of the ousted Mubarak
regime – had gained a fortune
from usurping the country. Their
lives and the fortunes they illegally
gained were at risk and so the plan
to again destroy the country
began.

Morsi, at this point, had estab-
lished countless projects with his
newly elected government, which
included expanding the Suez
Canal to increase foreign and local
investments. His objective was to
place Egypt on a strong economic
platform.

His government also forged al-
liances with countries from both
the developing and developed
world.

Some Arab countries, on the
other hand, were not too pleased
with Morsi’s government. Egypt’s
move towards strengthening its
economy was seen as a threat to
oil-rich countries. They also feared
that a successful democratic Egypt
would be a motivation for the
masses in their countries that an
oppressor can be overthrown.

On the international front,
Morsi’s fiercest opponent was Is-
rael. He supported the struggle for
a free Palestine and condemned
the colonial Zionist ideology. It
was under his rule that the Rafah
border between Egypt and Gaza
was opened for the first time since
2006.

Unfortunately, Egypt was un-
able to protect its new-found
democracy due to the existence of
the ‘deep state’, a panel directed
by the military, who refused to ac-
cept the new democratic reality
and eventually intervened to de-
molish this democracy.

Morsi’s opponents and the
‘deep state’ could not find any
legal approach to delegitimise his
government. And so, funded by
Arab Gulf countries, General
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi led a military
coup, toppling the legitimate gov-
ernment of president Mohamed
Morsi on July 3, 2013.

They did not stop there. The
president was arrested along with
thousands of his party members
and government officials.

The Egyptian populace took to
the streets voicing its opposition to
the coup, with the military using
force to suppress popular senti-
ment. This led to the largest civil-
ian massacre in Egyptian history.

Supporters of Morsi had gath-
ered at Rabia al-Adawiya Square
in eastern Cairo, at first to cele-
brate the first anniversary of his
presidency but later to protest his
ouster.

After a six-week peaceful sit-in,
the military raided the Square on
August 14, 2013, with brute force
resulting in what Human Rights
Watch described as ‘one of the
world’s largest killings of demon-
strators in a single day in recent
history’.

As the military came in with
live ammunition and bulldozers to
clear the square, close to a thou-
sand people were killed and a

thousand more suffered injuries.
Even those who sought refuge in
the Rabia al-Adawiya Mosque
were not spared.

Parts of the mosque were burnt
as soldiers torched sections of the
square.

Meanwhile, President Morsi
was arrested and put into solitary
confinement, at times spending 23
hours a day in his cell. Independ-
ent observers noted the atrocious
conditions of his incarceration.

Although a diabetic, he was de-
nied medical attention and insiders
say that his captors would offer
him a choice between his insulin
or food but never both.

His bed was the cold, hard
ground and his pillow was his
bruised arm. Throughout the six
years of his detention, he was
granted only four visits by mem-
bers of his family.

Dr Morsi appeared in court on
Monday, June 17, 2019. Officials
say he had asked to address the
jury, and spoke for about five min-
utes from a soundproof glass cage
where he was being held with
other defendants.

Minutes later, he apparently
fainted during a break in proceed-
ings. He was transferred to a hos-
pital where he was pronounced
dead.

Officials said that a forensic re-
port had been ordered into his
death, and insisted no new, visible
injuries were found on his body.

It is clear, however, that his
prison conditions and denial of
medical care that led to his death
amounted to murder on the part
of the Sisi regime.

Sisi’s regime must take responsibility for Morsi’s ‘murder’

Dr Mohamed Morsi Isa al-Ayyat, the
first and only democratically elected
Egyptian civilian president, passed
away on June 17, 2019, during a break
in court proceedings.

Photo SUPPLIED
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ONE of the rites of Hajj is
 entering into ihraam, which
marks the opening of the Hajj.
Without performing this initial
rite, there is no valid Hajj.

Without it, the pilgrim is not
authorised to perform the ritual
visits to Allah’s House and the
holy places.

This consecration (making
something sacred) through ihraam
is what institutes the state of the
pilgrim.

There are certain rules and con-
ditions of ihraam from the shariah
perspective, like the niyyah, the
ghusl, the physical donning of
ihraam and the miqaat (place from
where ihraam starts officially).

These are the external require-
ments for ihraam.

But from a deeper, spiritual per-
spective, the ihraam takes another
connotation that is more encom-
passing of its root meaning –
‘haram’, ‘haraam’ and ‘hurm’
which means sacred. The moment
the pilgrim enters into ihraam, he
changes his nature and leaves the
clothes of this world in order to
don Allah’s clothes, to devote him-
self and his entire existence to
Allah. He has no other aim but
Allah, and has no other garment.

Entering ihraam represents a
rite of passage.

The one who enters it expresses
his intention of breaking away
from one state to enter another;
it’s like saying, ‘I dedicate my new
life to Allah in order to move to-
wards Him.’

From that moment, everything
is different: all that is secular and
Godless disappears from the pil-
grim’s life, and every action of his
life becomes worship.

Eating, drinking and sleeping
while in the state of ihraam is un-
like eating, drinking and sleeping
in the normal state. Divested from
everything, one has become
Allah’s guest; stripped from every-
thing, the pilgrim is poor (faqeer),
which is to say his poverty is in
Allah.

‘If you want gifts to come your
way then perfect the spiritual
poverty (al-faqr) you have.’ ‘Alms
are only for the poor.’ (Quran
9:60) (Kitabul Hikam)

The pilgrim is poor because he
eats in His house, he drinks there
and sleeps there. Not only saying,
‘O Allah, I have nothing,’ but also
saying, ‘O Allah, I am nothing.’

Those who have attained the
level of imaan and ihsaan are con-
stantly travelling towards Allah.
They remain in spiritual ihraam,
permanently.

They live in both worlds with
this beautiful state: the physical
world of forms – aalam almulk –
and the world of the spirit – aalam
almalakoot.

In reality, the spiritual world is
not separate from the physical
world, which is why the great
scholar and saint of the 19th cen-
tury, Mawlay Darqaawi said:
‘Show me where the world of the
forms is and I will show you there
too is the world of the spirit.’

Another important spiritual as-
pect of the Hajj emphasised in the
Quran throughout most verses re-
lated to Hajj is constantly being in
the state of dhikr (remembrance of
Allah) and with the awareness of
Allah being ever present with us,
which is the ultimate purpose of
ibadah.

Dhikr is the soul of the Hajj just
as it is the soul of our salaah and
our fasting.

According to the Prophet
(SAW), it is the dhaakir (one who
remembers Him most often) who
receives the biggest share of the
Hajj.

It is narrated that the Prophet
(SAW) asked his Companions,
‘Whose salaah is considered to be
the greatest in the sight of Allah?’
They answered, ‘Allah and His
Messenger know best.’

And the Prophet said, ‘It is the
salaah of the dhaakir. And whose
fast (soum) is the greatest in the
sight of Allah?’

Again, they said, ‘Allah and His
Messenger know best.’

The Prophet (SAW) said, ‘It is
the fast of the dhaakir.’

And then he asked, ‘And whose
Hajj is the greatest in the sight of
Allah?’

The Companions responded
with the same answer, and the
Prophet (SAW) said, ‘It is the Hajj
of the dhaakir.’

And he went on asking about
other things until Sayyidina Abu
Bakr whispered to Sayyidina
Umar (who sat close to the
Prophet at the time), ‘O, Abu
Hafs, it appears that the
dhaakiroon have taken every-
thing!’

And the Prophet said, ‘Yes, in-
deed they have taken everything!’

The one who wishes to tran-
scend the mere rituals of this jour-
ney, hoping to arrive at its secrets
must know the formula to the se-
crets through which one is able to
arrive at the Hajj of imaan and ih-
saan.

The ingredients that give life
and meaning to the rituals of the
Hajj is the ‘light and force of
dhikr’, and this secret is revealed
in the Quranic verses (2:198 to
2:200 and 2:203) with the word
dhikr repeated more than once
and sometimes thrice in one verse,
as though dhikr is synonymous
with Hajj.

This is because, as we said,
dhikr is the soul of our ibaadah, it
is the most noble state of being
and it is what gives life to our wor-
shipping.

There is the Hajj of the body
(Islam), the Hajj of the heart
(imaan) and the Hajj of the soul
(ihsaan).

Every level has an awareness
higher than the former.

There are those who worship
Him only for the reward, there are
those who worship Him out of
love and then there are those who
worship Him for His presence and
proximity.

It is said, ‘The intention of Hajj
amongst the awaam (general
masses) is to travel to Makkah and
visit the House of Allah, and the
Hajj of the khawaas (elite) ser-
vants of Allah is to visit the Lord
of the House and to see Him.’

The aspiration and the goal is
not the same.

The one is in awe of the House
and the other seeks the Lord of the
House.

Ultimately, only in accordance
with the preparation will the giv-
ing take place. The Hajj is like a
river that passes, giving all the
time; the one who comes to the
river with a cup can only take a
cup’s worth, the one who comes
with a tank can fill the tank, and
the one who makes a canal from
the river receives all the time.

‘All are watered with the same
water, yet some have We given
preference above others in the
tasting thereof.’ (Quran 13:4)
Shaikh Mahdi Hendricks is a
scholar of Islam with an interest
in the esoteric reading of the
Quran. He recently qualified
with a Ph.D in the Department
of Foreign Languages at the
 University of the Western Cape.
His thesis focused on The
Quranic Sufi hermeneutics of
Shaikh Mustafa al-Alawi.

THE SPIRITUAL HAJJ: PART TWO

Al-Ihraam (making oneself sacred)
DR SHAIKH MAHDI
 HENDRICKS introduces his
series on the inner
 dimensions of Islam with
an explanation of the
 ‘spiritual Hajj’.
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MASNOENA ALLIE ISAACS
‘WHEN a man dies, his deeds
come to an end except for three
things: sadaqah jariyah
 (continuing charity), knowledge
which is beneficial and a virtuous
descendant who prays for him.’
(Muslim)

Whether you build a school, a
water well, a hospital, an orphan-
age or any other project, our team
of experts are devoted to ensuring
your project is completed accord-
ing to your plans, on time and
within your budget.

Maybe you want to honour a
loved one, give back to your com-
munity or simply do something
special for those most in need.
Whatever your idea, our team of
qualified architects, civil engineers
and project managers will be with
you, every step of the way.

Major Giving projects are not
only hassle free but are often the
most effective and secure way of
carrying out your very own chari-
table project, either individually,
together with friends or through
your organisation.

Some of our 
Major Giving projects:

Masjids
The Messenger of Allah SWT

said: ‘Whoever builds a mosque
for the sake of Allah, like a spar-
row’s nest or even smaller, Allah
will build him a house in Para-
dise.’ (Sahih)

A masjid is at the heart of any

local Muslim community. It pro-
vides a place for its worshippers to
pray and contemplate as well as
being a hub for educational pro-
grammes and other everyday serv-
ices.

By building a masjid, you will
not only earn the reward of pro-
viding a community with the
house of Allah but your sadaqah
jariyah will continue giving benefit
for generations to come, Insha
Allah. Locations include Pakistan,
Sudan, Niger, Mali and
Bangladesh.

Education
Education is the key that un-

locks countless opportunities. It is
a way out of poverty, a driving
force for social change and an im-
portant aspect of personal devel-
opment and welfare, which is why
it is at the heart of the work that
we do.

Many children in rural commu-
nities struggle to learn due to
schools being too far away, and
they miss out on vital opportuni-
ties as a result. You can help us
provide education to orphans and

needy children by constructing
schools in rural areas.

You can either build a new
school or build new classrooms
for existing schools.

You can choose from locations
across Asia and Africa, and our
experts will ensure that the
schools are built in the areas
which need it most.

The schools will be functional
for a long time, benefitting many
generations of children. Each
classroom will carry a commemo-
rative plaque of the donor. This is
a unique sadaqah jariyah scheme
which will provide much-needed
educational facilities to disadvan-
taged communities.

Water
‘The best charity is giving water

to drink.’ (Ahmad)
With over 3,4 million people

dying from water-related illnesses
each year (WHO), unsafe water is
the single biggest obstacle to the
progression and health of commu-
nities in the developing world. Ac-
cess to clean water can transform
the lives of a whole community.

You can make a difference to
thousands of people when you
give your zakaah or sadaqah to
one of our Major Giving water
projects. These specialised con-
structions serve large communities
suffering from a severe lack of
clean water.

The constructions include solar-
powered boreholes that use the
sun’s energy to bring fresh water
up from deep underground and fil-

tration plants that make previ-
ously undrinkable water safe for
everyday use.

Health
‘The example of the believers in

their affection, mercy and compas-
sion for each other is that of a
body. When one limb aches, the
whole  body reacts with sleepless-
ness and fever.’ (Bukhari)

In many developing countries,
ill-health is all too common, with
millions suffering from illnesses re-
lated to unsafe water, poor sanita-
tion, hunger and malnutrition.

Many of the diseases they face
are easily treatable through access
to basic healthcare.

When people are ill, they can-
not go to school, they cannot
work and they cannot support
their families.

You can make a difference to
communities in need by giving
your zakaah or sadaqah to one of
our Major Giving health projects.
From treating cataracts in commu-
nity eye camps, to running mater-
nity clinics in deprived areas, you
can help us ensure that those most
in need have access to the treat-
ment they need.

Contact us today for your
Major Giving Project by building
a masjid, a classroom, providing
clean water or to provide access to
health care.

Visit our office at 1 Carnie
Road, Rylands, our website mus-
limhands.org.za or call us on 
021 633 6413. Muslim Hands –
United for the Needy.

- ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE -
Muslim Hands’ Major Giving projects – your time, your plan, your budget

Kadry Ahmed (RH) Rural School, in Sudan, was built as part of the Muslim Hands
Major Giving projects. Photo MUSLIM HANDS SA
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DR HISHAM DAFTERDAR
AWQAF is a voluntary sector
built on charitable donation of
assets and on mostly voluntary
contribution of services.

In awqaf, people volunteer for
different reasons. There are people
who volunteer because they see it
as a way of getting Allah’s bless-
ings, and others because they are
passionate about the cause for
which they volunteer.

There are also those who want
to give back to their community or
contribute to the common good.
Whatever the reason that moti-
vates them, volunteers enable a
waqf organisation to flex up its fi-
nancial resources and advance its
mission.

Donating time for a good cause
is a sadaqah. Time being recog-
nised as a very valuable asset,
many shariah scholars categorise
the voluntary contribution of ef-
fort and time as a waqf. A skilled
and passionate volunteer is a pro-
foundly effective servant of Allah.

Texts in the Quran and Hadith
support the concept of volunteer-
ing. Allah says: ‘… and whoever
volunteers good then indeed Allah
is appreciative and knowing.’
(Quran 2:158)

Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
urged Muslims to develop a spirit
of helping and giving, and said:
‘Whoever from amongst you can
benefit his Muslim brother should

do so.’ (Sahih Muslim)
The desire to make a difference

by improving people’s lives is high-
est among professionals and ca-
reerists who believe that there’s
more to life than just to earn and
consume.

Helping without expecting any-
thing in return produces a sense of
gratification and fulfilment, and
makes others feel good as well.
Volunteers supply specialised skills
needed on projects and provide a
raft of economic benefits for
awqaf, in addition to the ultimate
objective of upliftment of the poor.

Engaging volunteers can be
very tricky and there are myths
about volunteering that persist in
awqaf which confuse the engage-
ment decision. Finding and retain-

ing the right people to volunteer
and work is a major challenge.

Most engagements result from
an informal process or from per-
sonal ties. A clear understanding
of the attributes, behaviours and
social skills that make up the selec-
tion criteria of volunteers are es-
sential before engagement.

The fact that volunteers offer
their time and services for free,
does not necessarily make them
any more useful for awqaf. Unlike
paid employees who fulfil their
duties under contract, volunteers
are usually uncontracted and can
leave anytime if they lose interest
or there is a change in their per-
sonal circumstances.

Beneficiaries may find it discon-
certing dealing with different peo-
ple each time. Volunteers will stay
and do more if they are motivated
and feel that their contribution is
acknowledged and their work is
valued.

Some awqaf organisations take
on a lot more volunteers than they
have a need for. This approach can
be counterproductive. A bad re-
cruit can create distrust and cause
damage and loss of reputation to
an organisation’s standing.

Whereas volunteers bring
needed skills for free, a waqf or-
ganisation could lose money and
effectiveness, not to mention the
legal pitfalls of engaging people
who shouldn’t have been brought
on in the first place.

An organisation could be held
responsible for the wrongful acts
of its volunteers and also for harm
or injury suffered while carrying
out specific activities on its behalf.
Hence, for all the perceived bene-
fits, volunteers can potentially cre-
ate problems which, in turn, can
contribute to negative outcomes.

Volunteers also need training as
much as paid staff does. They have
to be educated, inspired and
adapted to the awqaf culture and
the organisation’s mission. How-
ever, awqaf organisations do not
have sufficient resources and ex-
pertise to train volunteers.

Training, when it is provided, is
often piecemeal and drawn from a
confused mix of models and prac-
tices. Awqaf take the relaxed view
that most people who offer their
time are conscientious, honest and
dedicated individuals who have
chosen to work for no financial or
social gain. Volunteers are awqaf’s
intriguing resource and their serv-
ices are often intangible and diffi-
cult to measure. Although
volunteers represent an ‘economic
unit’, their contributions, benefits
and impact are rarely accounted
for or reported.

Most awqaf organisations do
not know how to monetise the
value of volunteer services. In the
main, it is impossible to monitor
every interaction and quantify the
quality of these services.

Some services should be
recorded as defined in Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP), especially if the services

provided would typically need to
be purchased if not provided by
volunteers.

Volunteers are the heart and
soul of awqaf. They are awqaf’s
true agents, giving hope to people
who need it and working on goals
that benefit both the beneficiaries
and the volunteers themselves.

Volunteering contributes to
community development as well
as personal improvement, espe-
cially in such areas as the spiritual
enhancement, self-fulfilment, and
self-esteem. It is a win-win situa-
tion. Volunteering is a means to
put into practice the fundamental
principles of Shariah, which advo-
cate compassion, empathy, care
and respect.
Hisham Dafterdar, CPA, PhD, is
chairman of Awkaf Australia
Ltd.

Awqaf volunteers: the intriguing intangibles

Dr Hisham Dafterdar.Photo SUPPLIED
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SHANAAZ EBRAHIM-GIRE
SENIOR United Nations (UN)
officials got to experience 
first-hand how Islamic Relief is
helping vulnerable families
 recover from disasters in Malawi.
UN Assistant Secretary General
Ursula Mueller’s visit to the
Chikwawa district was part of a
regional trip to countries affected
by Cyclone Idai.

In March, the powerful storm
struck parts of Mozambique,
Malawi and Zimbabwe, killing
hundreds of people and destroying
many homes. Among the affected
were communities already reeling
from recent  flooding.

According to Islamic Relief
Malawi country representative,
Sherifa Mia, when the tropical
storm struck, the humanitarian
agency was prepared and could re-
spond swiftly to the needs of the
people, augmenting government
assistance already in play.

‘As Cyclone Idai made its way
through the region, we immedi-
ately activated our emergency re-
sponse plans to help families
affected by the flooding. About 20
per cent of the population were af-
fected, and around 86 000 people
were thought to be sheltering in
temporary camps.’

The UN delegation that in-
cluded Resident Coordinator
Maria Jose Torres, the consul gen-
eral of the Republic of Malawi,

Wilson Moleni, and other UN of-
ficials visited a housing project
that will benefit 50 families who
lost their homes to the floodwa-
ters.

According to Mia, the housing
scheme has been jointly funded by
Islamic Relief and the Malawi
Asian Organization UK.

Islamic Relief has been working
in Malawi since 2006, increasing
local communities’ resilience to
natural disasters, tackling food in-
security and building secure liveli-
hoods.

‘The scheme is part of a
broader programme to build 250
homes in Blantyre and Chikwawa
districts. It is life-changing for
families in a country in which few
can afford to build sturdy houses
or rebuild homes destroyed by dis-

asters.’ The delegation also met
people who are benefitting from
the Islamic Relief project, who
spoke candidly about the chal-
lenges they face.

Single mother, Memory Kan-
gulu, explained that flooding de-
stroyed her home in 2015. The
community built her a new house
but Cyclone Idai damaged it.

Now living in a tent that she re-
ceived through Islamic Relief’s
emergency response to the cy-
clone, Memory is looking forward
to moving into the new home
being constructed.

Ursula Mueller commended Is-
lamic Relief for the standard of
housing, and for involving local
communities at each stage. ‘We
appreciate the fact that they took
our needs into account instead of

just copying and pasting solutions
for our community.’

Local emergency preparedness
When a humanitarian crisis hits

a country, whether disaster or con-
flict, fast delivery of the right kind
of aid is needed in order to save
lives and restore dignity. Islamic
Relief’s humanitarian mission is to
effectively and efficiently respond
and serve disaster-affected popula-
tions in a timely manner without
the guilt associated with receiving
a helping hand. The winter period
in South Africa sees a number of
deaths and suffering due to harsh
conditions, with people living in
abject poverty being dispropor-
tionately affected.

A Medical Research Council re-
port estimated that each year 3,2
per cent of South Africa’s popula-
tion suffer from burn injuries,
with the vast majority being from
poorer communities, in informal
settlements, during winter.

Contributing factors include
overcrowding, inadequate electri-
fication in informal homes, incor-
rect usage of paraffin and bio-fuels
as a primary source of energy, and
the lack of education around fire
safety. With South Africa in the
grips of one of the coldest periods
to date, Islamic Relief is preparing
to roll out an integrated disaster-
risk reduction and response plan
to assist families affected by flash
floods and shack fires, and to pro-

vide ease and comfort to orphans
and the elderly by distributing
winter kits and blankets.

‘Our programmes unit is put-
ting the finishing touches to an in-
tegrated plan. We are appealing
for in-kind donations of blankets,
hygiene items and good quality,
warm clothing items for toddlers
to adults. Volunteers are also wel-
come to join our emergency ros-
ter,’ said Western Cape
Programmes Coordinator Levona
Van Aarde.

To support Islamic Relief’s
Winter Appeal, donate online at
www.islamic-relief.org.za. Bank
deposits can be made to Islamic
Relief SA, Standard Bank, Ac-
count number 005318459, Fords-
burg branch, Branch code
005205, Reference: WINTER19
and contact number.

For zakaah contributions, use
the following bank account de-
tails: Islamic Relief SA, First Na-
tional Bank, Account number
62161066933, Smith Street
Branch, Branch code 221426, Ref-
erence: WINTER19 and contact
number.

Donations of blankets, toiletry
items and good quality, warm
clothes for children and adults
may be dropped off at Islamic Re-
lief offices in Cape Town, Durban
and Johannesburg. For more in-
formation call 0800 111 898 (toll
free) or email: info@islamic-re-
lief.org.za.

- ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE -

UN Visits Islamic Relief projects in Malawi

UN Assistant Secretary General Ursula Mueller (fifth from left, front) and, next to
her, the UN resident coordinator, Maria Jose Torres, visiting the Islamic Relief
Malawi Shelter for Flood Affected Families Project at Medrum, Chikwawa District.

Photo SUPPLIED
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ASLAM MXOLISI TAWANA
ALL praises are due to Allah. On
the last Saturday of this year’s
Ramadaan, history was made not
just in the township of
Galeshewe but in the entire city
of Kimberley and Northern Cape
as a whole.

The community of Galeshewe,
through their organisation, the
Galeshewe Muslim Association
(GMA) hosted the first ever mass
street iftaar with a ‘kasi’ (collo-
quial for township) flavour in the
middle of the township, and
closed the main street of
Seochwareng.

An entire block was cordoned
off and traffic was diverted by the
Sol Plaatje Municipality Traffic
Department.

This was done in front of our
four-roomed house, which we
converted into a masjid and use as
our jumah masjid.

All Muslims from around Kim-
berley were invited and they came

in their numbers. The inspira-
tion to host such an event came
from what happens annually dur-
ing iftaar in Bo-Kaap, in Cape
Town.

All masjids and Islamic organi-
sations, such as Sanzaf Northern
Cape, NC Ulama Council, Mif-
tahudin Islamic Institute, Kimber-
ley Islamic School and Al-Imdaad
Foundation, were invited and they
responded overwhelmingly.

The event became the topic of
the town throughout Muslim and
non-Muslim households in
Galeshewe and the greater city of
Kimberley.

The premier of the Northern
Cape, Dr Zamani Saul, and the
mayor of Sol Plaatje Municipality
were invited as special guests. The
premier accepted the invitation

but had to attend an emergency
meeting in Johannesburg and then
sent his most senior MEC, Marup-
ing Lekwene, who is the MEC for
Finance and Economic Develop-
ment to represent him and deliver
the speech on his behalf.

The MEC thanked the Muslim
community of Galeshewe for hav-
ing hosted this historic event.

He was also taken aback by the
delay in our community to get
land which we had applied for to
build an Islamic centre in the
township.

He was surprised that this event
could attract all sorts of people,
from the downtrodden and poor
to the rich and oligarchy of the
Muslim community in Kimberley,

how they shared bread together
and standing in prayer, shoulder to
shoulder, as brothers and sisters.

The objectives of this pro-
gramme were to foster social co-
hesion between the various
Muslim communities within our
city – Afrikan (Black), Indian,
Malay, Afrikan expats and those
from other parts of the world, in a
way, displaying how we do things
in our township.

It was also to display the multi-
ethnic make-up of the Muslim
community in Kimberley, and it
served as a programme to propa-
gate our deen of Islam to the in-
digenous of our township not by
word but by deed.

In addition, we wanted the
leaders in government to realise
that the four-roomed house we use
as a jumah masjid is way too small
to accommodate our programmes,
and for them to fast track our ap-
plication for land with the munic-
ipality.

This process is now going on
for well over ten years.

We attracted about 400 people
to this event and think it will at-
tract more next year as we intend
to make it an annual event.

And all the community mem-
bers of Galeshewe – even those of
other faiths – were invited to par-
take of the food that had been laid
out for breaking fast.
Aslam Mxolisi Tawana is
 Chairman: GMA

First kasi-flavoured mass iftaar in Galeshewe

Muslims from across Kimberley joined the first-ever ‘kasi’ (colloquial for township) mass iftaar which was organised by the
Galeshewe Muslim Association. Photo KLM PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

Building bridges: The first-ever mass iftaar in Seochwareng township, organised by the Galeshewe Muslim Association,
brought together young and old from around Kimberley. Former South African National Zakah Fund (Sanzaf) chairperson,
Sajid Dawray (left) was among the guests. Photo KLM PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

MEC for Finance and Economic Development in the Northern Cape, Maruping
Lekwene (left), and Aslam Mxolisi Tawana, chairperson of Galeshewe Muslim
 Association, at the kasi-flavoured iftaar. Photo KLM PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
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NURUDEAN SSEMPA and
VICTOR CHIKALOGWE

WORLD Refugee Day is
 internationally observed on June
20, each year. It is dedicated to
raising awareness of the situation
of refugees throughout the world.

In a world where violence
forces thousands of families to flee
for their lives each day, now is the
time to show solidarity with
refugees and asylum seekers.

Muslim Views, Muslim Refugee
Association of South Africa
(Mrasa) and United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) bring you issues affect-
ing refugees and asylum seekers in
South Africa.

There are an estimated 70 mil-
lion refugees or internally dis-
placed persons worldwide. Their
circumstances vary greatly – from
those temporarily displaced by
conflict or natural disasters to
those who spend years in camps or
urban areas far from home.

According to the UNHCR,
there were 650 000 asylum seekers
and 64 548 recognised refugees in
South Africa in 2011, mostly from
Democratic Republic of Congo,
Somalia, Ethiopia, Burundi and
Zimbabwe.

South Africa’s 2011 census,
which provides the most recent of-
ficial figures, found that there
were about 2,2 million immigrants
living in the country, representing
3,3 per cent of the total popula-
tion.

Refugees in South Africa have
the right to access social services
like education, social grants and
medical care but there are always
challenges in the implementation
of these rights.

Refugees and asylum seekers
have limited access to medical sup-
plies and services. Many migrants
are accommodated in crowded
conditions.

Prior to arrival in South Africa
and while in South Africa, many
refugees, especially women and
children, face different forms of
sexual exploitation.

Many refugees and asylum
seekers, therefore, face health
problems because of their socio-
economic conditions, underprivi-
leged environmental conditions
and cultural beliefs.

Victor Mdluli Chikalogwe of
People Against Suffering, Oppres-
sion and Poverty (Passop) a com-
munity-based, non-profit
organisation that works to protect
and promote the rights of refugees,
asylum seekers and immigrants in
South Africa sheds more light on
the challenges facing migrants:

‘In 2012, the Cape Town
Refugee Reception Office and, a
year later, Port Elizabeth stopped
accepting any new cases, forcing
asylum seekers in the Western and
Eastern Cape to travel to Pretoria,
Durban or Musina, close to the
border with Zimbabwe, to renew
their status.

‘For asylum seekers in Cape
Town, this means travelling to Pre-
toria at their own expense as fre-
quently as every month, a journey
most asylum seekers cannot af-
ford. Asylum seekers often strug-
gle to find employment, and
employers are not keen to grant
days off of work every month to
renew status.

‘Even if the asylum seeker does
make it to a refugee reception of-
fice to renew their status, they are
often placed in queues and not
serviced for days or even weeks,
missing valuable time from work
or school.

‘The conditions at these centres
are squalid. In a June 2018 visit to
a refugee reception office, the
shadow minister of home affairs
remarked that he had seen animal
shelters in better condition.

‘Further, the policies used by
the Department of Home Affairs
are inconsistently applied, and
there seem to be no universal
guidelines for accepting cases.
Since December, last year, our or-
ganisation alone has seen 168
cases of refugee status withdrawal
and 441 final rejections of asylum
status and 713 appeal cases, many
of which were administered with-
out proper or consistent explana-
tion.

‘On paper, the framework that
the South African government uses
to evaluate asylum cases is fair and
idealistic – anybody with a well-
founded fear of persecution in
their country of origin is eligible to
apply.

‘In practice, cases are frequently
denied even with clear evidence
that the asylum seeker will face
dangerous circumstances if they
are subjected to forced return.

‘While the Department of
Home Affairs does not publish sta-
tistics regarding how many asylum
seekers and refugees are being
processed, we know that many
asylum seekers are waiting for sta-
tus or have been denied despite
having valid claims of persecution.

‘There are thousands of
refugees and asylum seekers who
languish for years under the stress-
ful home affairs documentation
and refugee status determination
(RSD) process.

‘Refugees and asylum appli-
cants are frequently insulted and
verbally abused by staff members
of home affairs. We have seen
dozens of instances where govern-
ment officials and RSD officers
have demanded bribe money from
asylum seekers in exchange for ex-
tensions and renewals.

‘When they refuse to pay, they
have been subject to racist and vit-
riolic commentary, and often have
their asylum documents ripped up
in front of them yet, many asylum
seekers leave their
country in a hurry
without proper
travel documents
or money.

‘The journey to
South Africa is
filled with dangers
ranging from ex-
tortion to rape
and human smug-
gling. Most of the
countries they
have to pass
through on their
way, like Zambia
or Zimbabwe, are
also very xeno-
phobic states that
sometimes detain
them.

‘The South
African govern-
ment, despite hav-
ing been
instructed by the
Supreme Court to
reopen the closed
centres in the
Western and East-
ern Cape, actively
puts measures in
place to make the
refugee and asy-
lum process as dif-
ficult as possible
to deter new appli-
cants, and force
applicants to re-
turn to their coun-
tries, in
contravention of
the UN Conven-
tion on Refugees.

‘ Immigrants ,
refugees and asy-
lum seekers from
the continent also
face xenophobia

on a daily basis: when they go
shopping, when they are looking
for jobs, and in the neighbour-
hoods in which they live.

‘As a civil society we should

provide safe spaces for refugees
and asylum seekers, apply pressure
on government to ensure refugee
rights are upheld and raise public
awareness about refugee issues.’

Refugees face huge challenges in South Africa

Asylum seekers and refugees line up at a refugee reception office. Photo LAWYERS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Challenges faced by refugees and asylum seekers in South
Africa.
Graphic by ALIA ADAMS, adapted from PERSPECTIVES,
 published by  HEINRICH BOLL STIFTUNG
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SALEEM Kitoko Mandefu a
refugee from Democratic
 Republic of Congo (DRC) seeks
to return to his home country to
help in peace building and to
 uplift his community.

The 59-year-old former priest
in the Congo Catholic Church, is
a single parent taking care of six
children, and has been in South
Africa since 2004.

‘My passion to return to my
country. I want to contribute to
maintaining peace and equitable
justice among my people,’ says the
former security company em-
ployee who is presently jobless.
Mandefu was forced to flee his
country because of political tur-
moil.

His family of eight was granted
refugee status in South Africa. It
was in South Africa where he dis-
covered Islam. ‘It has been very
tough for me to bring up children
alone since we separated with my
ex-wife,’ he laments.

‘Our last born who is now four-
teen years was about five years
old,’ he adds. Apart from the two
boys who are finishing high school
and the 14-year-old girl, the rest of
the children have grown up and
are on their own.

‘That is why I want to go back
to my home country together with
my daughter and establish a proj-
ect to serve my community,’ Man-
defu points out.

Originally Vincent Kitoko
Mandefu, he graduated with a dis-
tinction in Bachelor of Law from
University of Lubumbashi, one of
the largest universities in the DRC.

It is located in Lubumbashi, in
Katanga Province. He worked in
the government of President
Mobutu Sese Seko and that of
Laurent Kabila, who succeeded
Mobutu, as an inspector of court.

Mandefu, who is now looking
for transport for him and his
daughter to return to Congo, says
war in his country never ends be-
cause leaders lose control when
they come to power. Secondly, he
points out, tribal fragmentation,
especially in North and South
Kivu, continue to make the al-
ready complex situation volatile in
the DRC.

Mandefu has good memories of
growing up as a child in Bandundu
Province, which is in the South-
west of DRC, bordering Angola.
The landscape of Bandundu con-
sists of plateaus covered in savan-
nah, cut by rivers and streams that
are often bordered by thick forest.

‘We used to attend a primary
school several kilometres away
from our village,’ he says with a
smile. We would wake up very
early in the morning, pack our
food and walk for about five
hours before we could reach the
school.

‘On our way back we used to
go fishing and swim in the river
with other children. Back then life
was funny and enjoyable. Today,
our people are poorer and it’s not
safe for children to travel long dis-
tances because of political instabil-
ity.’ Mandefu concludes on a sad
note.

Any kind of support to Man-
defu may be channelled to
info@mrasa.org.za or call 021 637
9181.

Congo refugee seeking to
return home to build peace

Saleem Kitoko Mandefu, a refugee from Democratic Republic of Congo, is
 seeking transport to return to his home country to help in peace building and to
uplift his community. He has been in South Africa for 14 years.

Photo NURUDEAN SSEMPA

CHISATO TANAKA
AS we celebrated World Refugee
Day, attention turned to just how
well Japan, the world’s 
third-biggest economy, has been
fulfilling its responsibilities as a
signatory of the United Nations
1951 Refugee Convention, this
year.

Justice Ministry data show
Japan, a country known for its
strict refugee screening process,
has granted refugee status to 42
asylum-seekers so far in 2019, a
figure that is double that of last
year.

This increase has been wel-
comed by refugee support groups
but critics have noted that the
overall refugee acceptance rate is
still very low and the core issues
have not been resolved.

The government has main-
tained that the majority of the ap-
plicants are ‘fake refugees’ who
are attempting to use their appli-
cation status to get work permits,
which the government had previ-
ously issued unconditionally, six
months after a person applied for
asylum.

The government restricted that

system in January, last year.
After the revision, the number

of applications drastically dropped
by 47 per cent to 10 493 applica-
tions this year.

In short, only about one in 250
applicants, on average, is granted
refugee status, according to the
ministry data.

By comparison, Canada, which
has a robust programme for ac-
cepting refugees, accepted 14 790
of  the 55 388 applications in
2018 or about one in four.

Critics say that the low refugee
acceptance rate is partly attributa-
ble to Japan’s strict interpretation
of ‘persecution’, which guidelines
by the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
describe as ‘threats to life or free-
dom on account of race, religion,
nationality, political opinion or
membership in a particular social
group as well as other serious
human rights violations’.

However, according to the Jus-
tice Ministry’s interpretation, ‘per-
secution’ refers only to threats to
life and limb.

Aside from the refugee accept-
ance system, the government has
announced the expansion of its re-

settlement programme, accepting
refugees who are staying in an asy-
lum country, and is reportedly
aiming to double the number of
those taken from 30 to 60 annu-
ally, possibly starting in 2020.

The envisioned review of the
programme is expected to acceler-
ate refugee resettlement in rural
areas, with a foreign ministry offi-
cial saying the government is ‘ac-
tively studying’ the possibility of
selecting locations other than the
Tokyo metropolitan area, news
agencies Kyodo and Jiji have re-
ported.

‘Using this expansion of reset-
tlement as an opportunity, we
hope that discussions over the
refugee application system will de-
velop and the refugee application
system will be revised upwards,’
the Japan Association for Refugees
said in a statement.

According to a most recent
study published by the UNHCR,
the number of forcibly displaced
persons reached 70,8 million in
2018, up 2,3 million from the pre-
vious year, the highest recorded in
the last 70 years. This figure sur-
passes the entire population of
Thailand.

How well is Japan fulfilling its
obligations to refugees in 2019?
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EBRAHIM SALLIE
WHEN the African sun rose on
December 22, 1936, in the small
town of Makwassie, in North
West Province, a star was born.

The proud parents, Ebrahim
and Jubeida Ally, decided to name
her Fatima.

She would later be respectfully
referred to as Hajee Fatima by all
and sundry, and affectionately as
Mama to her family.

In December 2019, the star
began to flicker dimly and finally
went dark on Tuesday, April 23,
2019.

Hajee Fatima passed on peace-
fully at home surrounded by her
family.

A giant has fallen.
However, let me not dwell on

how she died but rather on how
she lived.

She was born to serve; a hu-
manitarian par excellence.

She married Imaam Gafieludien
Abrahams and the couple was
blessed with four sons – Rashid;
Abduragiem; Abdul Gamiet and
Nazeem.

When, in 1966, her husband
took the post of imaam for the
Muslim community of Bosmont,

Hajee Fatima simultaneously im-
mersed herself fully in the provi-
sion of Islamic tuition to the
children of the area and sister
communities.

Hajee Fatima spent 45 years of
dedicated and uninterrupted serv-
ice in the provision of Islamic ed-
ucation at the Bosmont Mosque
and Islamic Centre.

She was also there as a founder
member when the Bosmont Mus-
lim School (secular/ Islamic) was
established, 25 years ago, in 1994.

She remained a loyal member
of staff to the very end, solidly de-
pendable and an excellent role
model.

Despite her own trials, turbu-
lences and challenges (she lost her
eldest son, Rashid, when he was
30 years old, and her husband in
2000), she bravely soldiered on to
mother her now extended family,
and stood tall as the matron of our
school community.

In addition to now heading a
household that included 16 grand-
children and 31 great-grandchil-
dren, this matriarch still had more
mother in her to accommodate a
host of other school children for
years on end.

Her support, loyalty, dedica-
tion, commitment, caring and con-
cern were unconditional and knew
no bounds.

We owe this lady a mountain of
gratitude, and then some.

The long shadow that Hajee
Fatima cast during her time with

us has virtually touched every
household of her community.

Hajee could be as feisty as a ti-
gress and as meek as a lamb in her
quest to always do good and as-
sist.

When not vigorously busy in
the formal schooling of countless
children, she was deeply involved
in the cultural activities of the
community.

It is with reverence and hushed
tones that all speak of how it was
her passion to try and keep every-
body on the straight and narrow.

Her success in this regard goes
undisputed as is evidenced by the
numerous Islamic graduates (ta-
matees), academic achievers (ter-
tiary) and all who excelled in their
respective endeavours, who spent
time with Hajee Fatima.

We make duah that when the
generations utter the knowledge
that they received from Hajee, it
will serve as the carriage of petals
of gold to carry her through the
wide open portals of paradise that
eagerly awaits this good soul.

We thank our Creator for hav-
ing blessed us with Hajee Fatima
and are grateful to the family for
sharing her life with us.

I will take the wonderful im-
prints that Mama left and place it
in that part of me where fond
memories are kept.

Unto Allah do we belong and
unto Allah we shall return.
Ebrahim Sallie is the principal of
Bosmont Muslim School.

(HAJEE) FATIMA ABRAHAMS NEE ALLY (DECEMBER 22, 1936 – APRIL 23, 2019)

A humanitarian par excellence

INSAAF GOOLAM
TO maintain a healthy weight
and lifestyle we need to have a
balanced diet, be active and seek
professional help when we
 cannot manage on our own.

No matter how hard we try, we
still end up getting caught up in
the world of fad diets, quick fix
ideas and myths. These, however,
are highly ineffective and may be
dangerous to your health. Below
are some of the most common
myths seen by dietitians regarding
weight loss.

The myth: All carbohydrates
make you gain weight.

The truth: Complex carbohy-
drates found in the form of whole
grains and fruit are great sources
of energy for the body and can be
used strategically to aid weight
loss. Low carbohydrate diets work
mainly because sweet foods such
as cake are cut from the diet, and
the results usually don’t last long.
When our intake of carbohydrates
is too low, our bodies resort to
breaking down muscle for energy
before it breaks down fat.

The myth: All fats should be
avoided.

The truth: Any diet that com-
pletely avoids a food group should
be left alone. There are many dif-
ferent types of fats that are good
for the body and aren’t associated
with weight gain. A high fat,
Mediterranean diet that is rich in
plant oils, does not lead to weight
gain. Your diet should contain fats
that are from healthy, plant-based
sources, such as nuts, seeds and

some fruits such as avocados and
olives.

The myth: Cutting gluten from
your diet will make you lose
weight faster.

The truth: There is no scientific
evidence to support cutting gluten
from your diet for weight loss. On
the contrary, gluten-free products
may actually contain more calo-
ries since most of them are full of
fat and sugar, and can contribute
to weight gain. You will also be
missing out essential B vitamins
and fibre that is found in gluten-
containing products.

The myth: You should eat
foods that will ‘jump-start’ your
metabolism to lose weight.

The truth: There may be evi-
dence to suggest that there are
foods that can slightly and tem-
porarily increase metabolism.
However, these tests were done on
animals and the research has not

shown any conclusive evidence for
humans. A slight rise in metabo-
lism will not have any significant,
long-term effects in promoting
weight loss.

If you do want to burn more
calories, you should be including
resistance and strength training as
part of your exercise plan since
muscle burns more calories than
fat.

The myth: Skipping meals is a
good way to lose weight.

The truth: When we skip meals,
we tend to become over-hungry
and, as a result, we may choose
less healthy options to satisfy
hunger faster. It’s recommended to
eat small meals more frequently
since skipping meals can actually
slow down metabolism.

The myth: Meals can be re-
placed with smoothies.

The truth: Replacing meals
with green juices and smoothies,
unfortunately, don’t provide you
with the necessary fibre and pro-
tein which aids in keeping you
feeling fuller for longer. Smoothies
are usually packed with sugar,
sweeteners or too much fruit and
can be very high in calories.

The myth: You should skip
fruits and vegetables that are high
in sugar.

The truth: Some fruits and veg-
etables are higher in sugar but they
also contain fibre, which assists in
balancing blood glucose levels.
When compared to highly
processed foods, there is nothing
to worry about.

The myth: Weekends are for
cheat meals and relaxing.

The truth: You shouldn’t be
taking time off from healthy eat-

ing although you can still have fun
and go out on weekends but you
need to be mindful of what you
eat. If weekends are still a problem
for you, weigh yourself on Friday
morning and Monday morning. If
you see your weight increasing,
you will know that a change is
needed.

The myth: Water has no effect
on weight.

The truth: Water can be highly
beneficial since it leaves you feel-
ing full. Drinking water before a
meal can result in you eating less.
If you have eaten but feel hungry
not too long after, have a glass of
water before eating again since,
most often, thirst is confused for
hunger.

The myth: You can eat any-
thing as long as you count calo-
ries.

The truth: Counting calories
leads to obsessing over quantity
rather than quality and, eventu-
ally, your diet and health will suf-
fer.

The myth: Good tasting food is
always bad for you.

The truth: Many people who
assume good food tastes bad usu-
ally don’t know how to prepare
them properly. Once you learn to
prepare these foods properly, you
will come to love the natural
flavours and may be more adven-
turous in mixing and experiment-
ing with flavours.
Insaaf Goolam is a registered
 dietitian.

Myths around weight loss
Health File

Insaaf Goolam. Photo SUPPLIED
Some fruit and vegetables are higher in sugar but they also contain fibre, which
assists in balancing blood glucose levels. Image INSAAF GOOLAM DIETETICS

Hajee Fatima Abrahams, fondly called
Mama by her family. The legendary
Hajee Fatima spent 45 years of her life
in the service of Islamic education at
the Bosmont Mosque and Islamic
 Centre. Image SUPPLIED
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MELOMED HOSPITALS PAEDIATRIC FACILITIES.
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• Paediatric Pulmonologist
• Paediatric Neurologist
• Allergologist

Our Paediatric Wards are inclusive of Paediatric ICUs, High Care, 
Isolation Units and state  of-the-art equipment.
We have dedicated Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU), offering 
the best care for premature and sick newborn babies who need 
specialised treatment.
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Dr R Khan 021 637 3811/3817
Dr M Ismail 021 633 0332
Dr N Sheik 035 772 1425
Dr Rhode 021 945 1898
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Dr V Singata 021 392 8255/8
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PROVIDING AFFORDABLE QUALITY HEALTHCARE.www.melomed.co.za

DR NAEEMA BIBI SHEIK
PERTUSSIS or whooping cough
is a bacterial infection caused by
the organism Bordetella
 pertussis. This organism releases
toxins causing the airway lining
to swell.

It is highly contagious and is
spread via coughing, sneezing,
being in close proximity to one an-
other and sharing the same breath-
ing space. Infants can easily
contract the disease from siblings,
parents or caregivers who may not
even know they are infected.

This infection can occur in all
ages but is serious for infants and
children, and can be fatal, espe-
cially amongst infants who have
not begun or completed their se-
ries of vaccines.

The infection appeared to have
become a disease of the past but is
now once again a major public
health challenge. It is thought that
this may be due to:

1) the testing mechanisms
which have become more ad-
vanced – higher sensitivity and
specificity;

2) a greater awareness and
more reporting amongst practi-
tioners; and

3) genetic changes to the organ-
ism over the years.

Diagnosis is based on a history
of signs and symptoms, physical
examination and laboratory inves-
tigations. However, if clinical signs
and symptoms are suggestive,
treatment can be started while
waiting for the diagnosis to be
confirmed.

How does pertussis present?
Within the first two weeks,

symptoms are similar to that of
the common cold; in other words,
a runny nose and low-grade fever.
A cough may not be present or it
may be a mild, occasional cough.

Infants may also present with
vomiting, cessation of breathing
for longer than 20 seconds (ap-
noea) with resultant blue colour
on the lips and tongue due to lack
of oxygen in the blood (cyanosis).
In young infants, apnoea may be
the only sign that they are in-
fected. They may never develop
the cough.

Initially, the sound of the cough
is no different from the sound of
any other cough but with pertussis
there is generally a sudden attack
of bouts of coughing (paroxysmal)
with numerous rapid coughs due
to the difficulty of expelling thick

mucus from the tracheo-bronchial
tree.

This paroxysmal stage lasts
from one to six weeks.

In China it is known as the ‘100
days cough’ and is associated with
a wide range of severe complica-
tions such as apnoea (60 per cent),
pneumonia (lung infection), con-
vulsions (seizures), encephalopa-
thy (abnormal brain functioning)
and even death.

Adolescents and adults can also
experience complications of per-
tussis but they are less serious, es-
pecially if they were vaccinated.

The most common complica-
tions requiring hospitalisation are
loss of weight, loss of bladder con-
trol, loss of consciousness and
even rib fractures, a ruptured
eardrum or hearing loss due to se-
vere coughing.

The cough of pertussis lasts for
several weeks, which may result in
missed time from school, work
and other activities. The infected
person also runs the risk of infect-
ing infants and young children
with whom they may come into
contact.

How is pertussis treated?
Early treatment before the

cough paroxysms begin minimises
the symptoms, and the risk of
transferring bacteria to others will
also be decreased.

The previous management with
14 days of Erythromycin has now
been replaced with the more pa-
tient-friendly regimen of shorter
courses with Azithromycin or
Clarithromycin.

If an infected person is cough-
ing for longer than three weeks
then treatment is unlikely to im-
prove the symptoms. Nevertheless,
antibiotic therapy should be rec-
ommended to decrease conta-
giousness.

Symptoms may persist after this
period but this does not mean that
there is an infection. The symp-
toms are due to damage to the res-
piratory tract that has already
been caused by the bacteria.

All persons who are in close
contact with a person infected
with pertussis needs to be put onto
chemoprophylaxis. The same an-
tibiotic treatment that is used for
the treatment of pertussis is used
as chemoprophylaxis.

Protective immunity against
pertussis wears off over time, and
there is concern about how this
may be contributing to the in-
creased incidence of infection. Im-
munity following natural infection
lasts maybe seven to 15 years.

The duration of immunity fol-
lowing vaccination is even shorter,
with protection lasting about six
years. Therefore, those persons
who received the immunisation in
childhood only are no longer pro-
tected as their immunity from the

initial childhood vaccination has
waned, and they are therefore now
susceptible to infection.

They can become asympto-
matic carriers, and carry and in-
fect infants who can become
seriously ill, especially those in-
fants who have not received their
complete immunisation series.

All pregnant women should be
vaccinated against pertussis be-
tween 27-weeks and 36-weeks’
gestation, irrespective of the
mother’s previous vaccination sta-
tus.

The pertussis vaccine is usually
given in combination with other
vaccines, namely: diphtheria,
tetanus, Haemophilus influenza
type B and hepatitis B vaccines at
six weeks, 10 weeks and 14
weeks, with a booster given at 18
months of age.

Prevention is better than cure
so vaccinate.

If you are unsure about the type
of cough you or your loved ones
have, a visit to your healthcare
provider will put your minds at
ease. Testing is quick, simple,
pain-free and effective.
Dr Naeema Bibi Sheik is a
 paediatrician at Melomed
Richards Bay.

Pertussis, better known as whooping cough
The most common complications requiring
 hospitalisation are loss of weight, loss of 

bladder control, loss of consciousness and 
even rib fractures, a ruptured eardrum or 

hearing loss due to severe coughing...

Dr Naeema Bibi Sheik.
Photo SUPPLIED
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The Principles of Coming and
Going: An itinerary for the
 modern pilgrim by TOCCABAL.
Published by The Original Cause
Cabal (www.toccabal.com)

PILGRIMAGE is a very special
time for the spiritual
 development of all Muslims.
 Regardless of whether we are
 embarking upon a pilgrimage or
not, it is a time for meaningful
transformation.

Some of us may be well-versed
on the various rites that govern
Hajj and Umrah while others may
find it challenging to remember
the correct order of doing things
and when to recite which prayer.

This is a natural part of our
spiritual development and we
should not be discouraged by such
feelings. However, when we find
ourselves performing one of the
most transformational acts pre-
scribed to humankind, we also
have to contend with the very as-
pects that make us human: our
emotions, our behaviour and our
desires – and those of others.

This book is about coming and
going; coming into the world from
Allah, and going out of the world
back to Allah. Our life is a con-
stant travel; it is about waking up

from sleep, and going back to
sleep, which is like a small death
because we have no control.

Every aspect of living is about
coming and going. We live on a
physical level but everything phys-
ical has an underlying spiritual
level.

The guidelines given in this
book advise the reader about how
to travel, interacting with oneself
and engaging with the world and
surroundings. It is a practical

workbook with examples of how
to do things in a practical way.

Our human development has a
defining impact on our experi-
ences of our pilgrimage because it
is a constant reminder of where we
need improvement. Are we toler-
ant enough? Do we have enough
patience? How humble are we re-
ally?

These are all aspects of our
characters that not only influence
our human nature but also shape

our perception. So when we per-
form our pilgrimage in a way that
neglects our human development,
we find ourselves feeling at a loss
and disconnected from everyone
around us.

When we accept our daily life
as a spiritual journey and apply
the principles of character devel-
opment, it will not be necessary to
have a separate preparation for
the journey of Hajj and Umrah.
The major problem is that we
harm ourselves by living in isola-
tion and not being of service to hu-
manity.

When we regard the prepara-
tion for Hajj as something sepa-
rate from our daily existence,
something we quickly have to
learn, we cannot handle the
amount of spiritual energy that is
engendered.

We cannot cleanse ourselves of
our emotions nor can we deal with
certain situations. Most impor-
tantly, we are unable to relate to
others who are suffering a spiri-
tual disease, and we end up in ar-
guments. The inability to show
compassion to another is the most
harmful spiritual disease.

This book is not an historical
account of the pilgrimage, rather,
it is a spiritual guide to how to live

your life so that by the time you go
on the pilgrimage you are totally
prepared to obtain the maximum
benefit from the spiritual experi-
ence. Our lack of human develop-
ment does not mean that we have
failed at our pilgrimage. Rather,
that we were ill-prepared to reap
the full experience of what it could
be.

When our experiences are not
as gentle as they could have been,
we experience a disconnect. This
is not a sign of lack of faith but
rather a lack of character refine-
ment.

When we invest in our human
development we are also investing
in our character. This leads to an
appreciation for the wisdom be-
hind Allah’s commands and
strengthens our faith and our con-
nection to Allah SWT because we
become sincere embodiments of
goodness.

We are all created to be pil-
grims with equal capacity for de-
velopment. Understanding the
beauty and the protection within
what we often term rituals, we be-
come inspired to integrate Islam
into all aspects of our daily lives,
and not just when we hear the call
to prayer.

Review by RABIA RYKLIEF

Book-Review

The Principles of Coming and Going:
An itinerary for the modern pilgrim
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MOULANA MOHAMMED
LUQMAAN KAGEE

ALLAH, the Most High, informs
us, ‘Allah has revealed from time
to time the most beautiful
 message in the form of a book,
consistent with itself, yet
 repeating its teachings; the skins
of those who fear their Lord
tremble, and then their skins and
hearts soften to the remembrance
of Allah.’ (Quran 39:23)

When Allah revealed His final
revelation to Prophet Muhammad
(SAW) more than 1 400 years ago,
He chose unique titles for it con-
trary to what the Arabs at that
time called their words or speech.
The most common of these titles
are al-Quran (The Quran) and al-
Kitaab (the Book). The signifi-
cance of naming the Glorious
Quran, the Book, is in reference to
its compilation in the form of lines
or pages as we have today. That is
because the art of writing is a com-
pilation of the letters of the alpha-
bet and an illustration of the
pronunciations and expressions.

Similarly, the significance of the
name ‘Quran’ is an indication of
its memorisation in the hearts of
those who have memorised the
Glorious Quran because the
Quran is the source of reading.

Allah has given the Glorious
Quran 55 titles: ‘This is the Book;
in it is guidance, no doubt, for
those who are conscious of Allah.’
(Quran 2:2) In this verse, Allah at-
tributes the titles Book, and Guid-
ance to the Glorious Quran.

As for the Glorious Quran
being referred to as the Book, is

due to its compilation of the dif-
ferent sciences, histories of the var-
ious nations before the Prophet
Mu�ammad’s (SAW) time, the laws
of Islamic shariah and information
to the most complete degree pos-
sible.

The term al-Kitaab (Book) is
derived from kataba yaktubu ki-
taabatan, which means ‘to write’.

The term ‘kitaab’ means com-
pilation. It is named ‘Kitaabah’
(writing) because it compiles the
letters of the alphabet. Hence, ki-
taab is derived from that because
it compiles the sets of narrations,
verses, Islamic rulings and judge-
ments, and news and information.

The Quran is referred to as a
guidance because it contains clear
evidence of the truth, and separa-
tion between truth and falsehood.

‘This is indeed, a Quran most
honourable.’ (56:77) In the second
verse quoted, the titles linked to
the divine revelation are ‘hon-
ourable’ and ‘Quran’. As for
Quran, there is a difference of

opinion.
Some scholars are of the opin-

ion that it is a title especially for
the divine revelation of Allah, not
derived from any word. Other
scholars are of the opinion that it
derives from qara’a yaqra’u
qiraa’atan, which means ‘to read’.

A great scholar, Ahmad ibn
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Rahmaan
al-Bashaanee, also known as Abu
Ubayd, said in the explanation of
this verse, ‘Everything that I have
compiled, I have indeed read.’

According to him, it is named
Quran because it is the compila-
tion of the various chapters in a
specific order.

According to al-Raghib Al-As-
fahani, it is called Quran because
it is a compilation of the results of
all the previous revealed books,
like the Torah.

It is also said that it is named
Quran because it compiled all the
different sciences with the mean-
ings. Some of the later scholars
have said that jama’a (to compile)

means qara’a (to read), taken from
the verse: ‘Indeed, it is for Us to
compile it and make you recite it.’
(Quran 75:17) The terms
‘bayyana’ (to demonstrate) and
‘azhara’ (to clarify), and the reciter
demonstrates the recitation and
makes it clear from his mouth.

‘Blessed is He who sent down
His Criterion to His servant.’
(Quran 25:1) Allah has given the
attribute ‘the Criterion’ to the Glo-
rious Quran because it separates
between truth and falsehood.
Likewise, it separates between the
Muslim and the disbeliever, and
the believer and the hypocrite.

‘We sent down (stage by stage)
in the Quran that which is a cure
and a mercy for the believers.’
(Quran 17:72) In this verse, the
Holy Book has been titled Shifaa
(Cure or Healing) because it heals
from the sicknesses of the heart
(like ignorance, disbelief and jeal-
ousy) as well as from the sick-
nesses of the body.

‘For We have revealed unto you

a light that is manifest.’ (Quran
4:174) The title granted to the
Holy Book here is Noor (Light)
because through it we know what
is permissible and what is prohib-
ited.

It has also been granted the title
of al-Mubeen because it separates
truth from falsehood and distin-
guishes between the two of them.

‘So that he may hear the word
of Allah (this Quran).’ The term
‘kalaam’ is derived from ‘kalim’,
giving the meaning of ‘influence’
or ‘effect’. It is termed ‘kalaam’
because it influences in the mind
of the listener an advantage that
was not with him before.

‘O Mankind! There has come
to you direction from your Lord.’
In the verse mentioned, the Holy
Book is titled Mou’izah (Direc-
tion) because the Quran directs
the one that follows its teachings
to the path of Allah. This term
also means religious exhortation
and advice.

In conclusion, the uniqueness of
the Holy Quran cannot be fully
grasped because it is the Word of
Allah.
This article has been adapted
from our publication, ‘Discourses
on aspects of the sciences of the
Glorious Quran’. The latest
 edition of this publication is
available on Amazon.com,
 entitled ‘A beginner’s guide to-
wards understanding the sciences
of the Quran: Part One’.
Moulana Mohammed Luqmaan
Kagee is co-imam and khatib at
Habibia Soofie Masjid, Cape
Town. His website is: 
https://darallatif.co.za

A brief insight into the unique titles of the Holy Quran
Some scholars are of the opinion that it is 
a title especially for the divine revelation 

of Allah, not derived from any word. Other
scholars are of the opinion that it derives 

from qara’a yaqra’u qiraa’atan, 
which means ‘to read’...
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SABEEHAH MAHOMED
‘MEN want sons over daughters
because it’s easier to pass down
gender-based bigotry and
 patriarchy than it is to raise a
 potential victim to their own
ideas and behaviours.’
@Ubuntu_Queen, Twitter

This is a difficult topic. No one
likes speaking about it. It makes
people uncomfortable. It’s sensi-
tive and somewhat ‘taboo’. But I
think a lot needs to be said.

Before Islam, men buried their
daughters alive out of shame.
Widows would remain mourning
at home for one year, throw a
piece of dung and then come out.

The Quran is not shy of the
truth. ‘When one of them is given
the good news of a female child,
his face becomes dark and he is
choked with grief.’ (16:58).

How far have we as Muslims
advanced in character after 1 440
years?

It appears that many still think
like those from jahiliyah (age of ig-
norance).

Muslim women around the
world remain in abusive marriages
fearing the stigma of divorce.
Those brave enough to walk away
are forever shamed. While some
may break through this stigma,
the mindset of the majority re-
mains unchanged.

While I was in the Islamic Re-
public of Pakistan, Fatima* shared

her story with me. A mother of
six, she was married at the age of
20. Beautiful and intelligent, she
aspired to be a doctor to help peo-
ple.

However, after marriage, she
was told her duty was to stay
home, look after her in-laws,
cook, clean and raise children. In
her first year of marriage, she gave
birth to a baby boy who died
shortly after birth. Thereafter, she
had six daughters, two of whom
are epileptic.

Fatima’s in-laws are convinced
she is affected with jadoo (black
magic).

Fatima did everything expected
of a ‘good wife’ and more. She
sacrificed her ambitions, obeyed
her husband, took care of her chil-
dren and in-laws. When her hus-
band was heavily indebted, she
sold her jewellery and dowry and
gave the money to him.

However, Fatima’s eyes are
filled with pain for many reasons.
She says, ‘He used to come home
late, staying out with friends.
Sometimes, he came back drunk
and wanted to be intimate.

‘If I said no for this or anything
else, he would beat me... Some-
times in front of the children. He
had many affairs. He did all this
but I was not allowed to go any-
where or speak to anyone. I cried
alone.’

Fatima’s in-laws refused to be-
lieve their son was capable of any

wrongdoing. Instead, they belit-
tled her constantly for not being a
good wife who kept her husband
happy.

Once, he hit her and threw her
out of the house late at night. A
week later, he called her back. Her
family would not accept a di-
vorced daughter. ‘What will peo-
ple say? No one will marry you
again,’ so she returned.

Twenty years later, she found
out her husband had another wife
and children.

Once again, she felt powerless.
While expecting her fifth

daughter, the fear of her husband’s
reaction led her to attempt a self-
induced abortion, risking her life.

Pakistan has one of the highest
abortion rates and lowest contra-
ceptive rates in the world. Public
education regarding contracep-
tives is illegal. Most abortions are
performed in secret as doctors
often refuse to conduct them.
Pregnant women risk their lives
and turn to unsafe methods in des-
peration.

She continues, ‘In Pakistan, if a
woman is divorced it is the worst
thing; they say it is better if she
dies. The family says when a
daughter is married, she only re-
turns as a janazah.’

Why does no one want to
marry a widow or divorced
woman?

Because she is no longer a vir-
gin. 

As a Pakistan girl told me, ‘No
one will want to marry her. Except
for old, perverted men.’

If a marriage breaks, it is as-
sumed to be the woman’s fault;
‘Something is wrong with her,’
they all say.

Generally, men are not stigma-
tised. Soon after being separated
from their wives they find new,
virgin brides.

Many young girls do not want
to get married, and equate mar-
riage with slavery.

The wedding itself is burden-
some for a bride’s family as culture
calls for the girl to furnish the
apartment and host elaborate
functions.

Everyone talks about marriage.
No one speaks about divorce. In
the many stories I’ve heard, Fa-
tima’s story is echoed by other
Muslim women across the world.

Globally, Muslim women strug-
gle against cultural biases, abuse,
patriarchy and judgemental soci-
eties.

I am not a feminist. I am a
Muslim woman who knows that
none of the above is a true reflec-
tion of Islam. Islam is a religion of
balance and holds women in high
esteem.

It does not condone abuse, op-
pression or stereotypes.

Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
married divorced and widowed
women and loved the children
they had from previous marriages.
His two daughters were divorced.
There was no stigma or shame as-
sociated with it.

If any culture or individual re-
gards a previously married woman

as ‘inferior’, they are effectively
saying the same of Hazrat Khadija
(RA), Hazrat Umme-Salmah (RA)
and Hazrat Zainab (RA) amongst
others.

Yasmin Mogahed recently said,
‘I’m sorry. This has to be said. I
find it misleading and disingenu-
ous that the only piece of knowl-
edge we propagate in the religious
discussion on divorce is a weak
hadith stating that divorce is the
‘most hated of the halaal actions
to Allah’.

We need to be honest and bal-
anced about our deen.

I find it strange that in no other
religious matter do we overlook
actual Quranic ayah on a topic
(Quran 2:229) and, instead, use a
weak hadith.

It makes you wonder how
much cultural bias has become in-
grained into the fabric of this
topic.

We need to stop shaming our
divorced brothers and sisters.
Allah, in His infinite knowledge,
made divorce halaal (permissible)
because there are times that it is
the best option.

*Not their real names
Sabeehah Mahomed holds a 
postgraduate honours (BA)
 degree in Islamic Studies. She is
an entrepreneur and
 businesswoman and former
 executive member of the
 Johannesburg Youth City
 Council. She is a public speaker
and serves on multiple
 organisations. In 2018, Sabeehah
represented South Africa at the
International Youth Summit in
Lahore.

Narratives for Thought
Why the stigma of divorce?
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AS part of the events planned by
the Imam Haron 50th
 Commemoration Committee to
commemorate the killing of 
As-Shaheed Imam Abdullah
Haron 50 years ago, a chess
 tournament and high school quiz
were held over the June 16
 weekend.

The Open Rapid Chess event,
organised by FIDE arbiter, 
Dr Omar Esau, and held in collab-
oration with Western Cape Chess
and Manyanani Chess Club, took
place in the Islamia College hall, in
Imam Haron Road, Lansdowne,
on Saturday, June 15.

There were 120 players who

vied for top honours with the even-
tual winner – with a score of 6.5
out of seven games – being a young
Fide Master, Keegan Agulhas,
whose rating is 1962.

The top prize for women went
to Woman International Master,
Dr Denise Bouah (1828).

The high school quiz was held

on June 16, at Alexander Sinton
High School, in Athlone, around
the corner from where the late
Imam Haron lived.

The quiz was organised by a
group of volunteers from the
Ibadur-Raghmaan Islamic Society
with Madrasa-tul-Madina, Nor-
man Henshilwood High School,
South Peninsula High School and
Trafalgar High School participat-
ing.

Each school was given a re-
source pack from Muslim Views
on the life and detention of Imam
Abdullah Haron.

The wining team was South
Peninsula High School with
Madrasa-tul-Madina pipped into
second place by just one point.

Exciting Imam Haron 50th commemoration
events over the June 16 weekend

It was all concentration as participants vied for top positions in the Imam Haron
50th Commemoration chess tournament, held at Islamia on Saturday, June 15.

Photo ABDURAHMAN KHAN

Chess competitors (from left) Ameen Hartley, Dr Denise Bouah, Pascal Kumbiray Shaani and Sandiso Kedama with one of
the sponsors, Ameerah Khan, and Fatima Haron Masoet, youngest daughter of As-Shaheed Imam Abdullah Haron.

Photo TOYER NAKIDIEN

Dr Omar Esau congratulating competition champion Keegan Agulhas. Behind them are, from left, Sandiso Kedama, Andreas
De Jager, Dr Shabir Bhawoodien, Pascal Kumbiray Shaani, Dr Lyndon Bouah (DCAS chief director), Ms Khairunnisa Gaffoor
and Ameerah Khan (trophy sponsors), and Dr Denise Bouah. Photo TOYER NAKIDIEN

Ismail Davids, Cassiem Khan and Fatima Haron Masoet with the runners-up in the
inaugural high school quiz, Madrasa-tul-Madina.

Photo TOYER NAKIDIEN

The winners: South Peninsula High School won the inaugural high school quiz,
on June 16. The winning team comprised, from left, Chelsey Petersen, Fatima
Sambo, Ms Dana Marinus (teacher/ coach), Zayaan Sambo and Amy Van der
Merwe. They are flanked by their principal, Mr Zeid Baker.
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IN the previous article, I
 discussed marriages in
 community of property and their
consequences.

I also mentioned the MJC
fatwa, which says that it is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to reconcile
community of property as a con-
sequence of marriage with owner-
ship and transfer of property
under the shariah.

According to the MJC fatwa,
‘While a case might be made for
the voluntary sharing of existing
assets, the effect of community of
property upon any possible future
assets violates the shariah ban on
gharar (uncertainty).’

The word ‘gharar’ literally
refers to uncertainty, risk or a haz-
ard that might lead to a destruc-
tion or loss.

Hanafi scholars have defined
gharar as something whose conse-
quences are undetermined, while
Shaafii scholars have described it
as something whose consequences
are hidden.

Gharar, in Islam, refers to any

transaction of probable objects
whose existence or description are
not certain due to lack of informa-
tion and knowledge of the ulti-
mate outcome of the contract or
the nature and quality of the sub-
ject matter of it. (see Principles of
Islamic Finance: Prohibition of
Riba, Gharar and Maysir by M D
Akther Uddin).

Gharar is a term generally used
in Islamic finance in the context of
high risk or speculative transac-
tions.

When parties conclude a mar-
riage in community of property, it
is not certain which assets they
will acquire or debts they will
incur during the course of the mar-
riage.

Despite this uncertainty, the
parties at the inception of their
marriage are agreeing, through
this matrimonial property regime,
to share both assets and liabilities
equally.

Presumably, this is the reason-
ing behind the MJC’s fatwa
against community of property as
a matrimonial property regime.

The other alternatives, if the
parties should conclude a civil
marriage in addition to their
nikah, are to conclude a marriage
out of community of property ex-
cluding accrual or a marriage out
of community of property includ-
ing accrual.

Both these matrimonial prop-
erty regimes involve an ante-nup-
tial contract (i.e. an agreement
that the parties enter into before
concluding their civil marriage cer-
emony).

I will only discuss the former in
this article.

The ante-nuptial contract
(ANC) allows spouses to tailor
their own matrimonial property
regime.

They can include any provi-
sions in their ANC as long as the
provisions are not against the law,
good morals or the nature of a
marriage.

Only an attorney who is a no-
tary public can execute an ANC
and hence it is important that both
parties consult with a notary pub-
lic before concluding their ANC
and that they obtain clear advice
on the various matrimonial prop-
erty regimes and the implications
of each, on death or divorce.

Once the ANC has been
drafted, both the parties and the
notary public have to sign it in du-
plicate, prior to the conclusion of
the civil marriage.

The signed ANC will then be
sent to the Registrar of Deeds of-
fice closest to where the parties re-
side.

Registration must occur within
three months of the date it was
signed by the notary public.

Where the ANC stipulates that
the marriage is out of community
of property with profit and loss
excluded as well as accrual ex-
cluded then there is no joining of
the spouse’s assets into one joint
estate.

Each spouse has his/ her own
separate estate that consists of his/
her own premarital assets and
debts as well as all the assets ac-
quired and debts incurred during
the course of the marriage.

Each spouse administers their
own separate estate and have ex-
clusive control over their own
property.

This gives each spouse absolute
independence in contractual ca-
pacity and protects each spouse’s
estate against claims by the other
spouse’s creditors.

Spouses who married out of
community of property are not li-
able for each other’s debts.

Upon divorce, each party will
retain their separate estates –
whatever they owned at the incep-
tion of the marriage plus all the
growth in their separate estates
that occurred during the marriage
less any losses or liabilities they
may have sustained.

A spouse who contributed to
the growth of the other spouse’s
estate, whether in cash or other-
wise, will struggle to prove that
he/ she is entitled to anything from
the ex spouse’s estate on divorce as
contributions play no role if the
parties are married without ac-
crual.

Hence, if the wife has stayed
home to raise the children and has

not contributed financially to-
wards the marriage and the other
spouse works and accumulates the
assets in his name then the wife
may find herself with nothing and
no claim to her husband’s assets,
except maybe for spousal mainte-
nance.

The advantages of a marriage
out of community of property
without the accrual are that each
spouse gets to keep his/ her own
assets and are free to deal with
their estates as they please, spouses
are generally not liable for each
other’s debts and the financially
stronger spouse does not have to
share his/ her estate with the
weaker spouse.

However, the disadvantage of
this system is that the economi-
cally weaker spouse, which for
historical reasons is generally the
wife, does not get to share in the
estate of the stronger spouse, even
though she may have indirectly
contributed to the husband’s estate
by running the household and tak-
ing care of the children. The ac-
crual system seeks to address this
disadvantage.

In the next issue I will discuss
marriages that are out of commu-
nity of property with the accrual
system.
Advocate Fatimah Essop has a
degree in Islamic Law and Arabic
from International Peace College
South Africa (Ipsa) and is
 currently a lecturer and PhD
 candidate in Law at University of
Cape Town (UCT). She is a
FAMAC accredited family
 mediator.

Marriages out of community of property
In Part 14 of this series, ADVOCATE FATIMAH ESSOP outlines
the implications of marriage out of community of property
 excluding accrual.

ISLAMOPHOBIA means both
fear of and hatred for Muslims.
As for hatred, it is
 understandable to some extent if
we take into account the violence
perpetrated on innocent civilians
in Europe, and on Yazidis in
Syria and Copts in Egypt by
Muslim extremists.

Ramming vehicles into pedes-
trians, stabbing people, placing
bombs in crowded areas, shooting
people and suicide attacks are
hardly likely to endear Muslims to
non-Muslim citizens globally.

There is suspicion that Muslims
want to take over Europe as the
Ottomans did in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

At its height, the Ottoman em-
pire encompassed most of south-
eastern Europe to the gates
of Vienna, including present-day

Hungary, the Balkan region,
Greece and parts of Ukraine.

This is an exaggerated fear;
Muslims have no aspirations to
‘colonise’ Europe.

However, the establishment of
a Muslim party in Belgium has re-
inforced the suspicion and Mus-
lims are urged to respect the
division between church and state.

Another fear is that Muslims
want to impose shariah on non-
Muslim societies. This is a deliber-
ate misrepresentation by
Islamophobes like Pam Geller in
the United States, Marina Le Pen
in France and Geert Wilders in the
Netherlands.

They demand that Muslims
must obey the laws of the country.
Muslim Personal Law or Family
Law is currently recognised in a
number of non-Muslim majority
countries. In keeping with this,
some Muslim minorities have
asked that their family laws or at
least their marriages be officially
recognised.

I would like to focus on the
other aspect of Islamophobia,
namely hatred or dislike of Mus-
lims.

This could be attributed to var-
ious factors, such as prejudice,
misperceptions and unpleasant ex-
periences.

It is understandable that un-
pleasant encounters with Muslims
will lead to dislike of Muslims. If
there is little or no further contact
with Muslims, this feeling will per-
sist – even for a lifetime.

However, we often hear senti-
ments like ‘they are not like us’,
‘they must accept our way of life’
and ‘they must adapt to our cul-
ture’.

Many Europeans are discon-
certed by the changing ‘character’
of their towns and cities with
minarets dotting the skyline, ad-
haan five times a day, halaal out-
lets, women in hijab or niqab.

It is no wonder that either the
niqab (in one instance hijab) is
banned in a number of European
countries, including France, Bel-
gium, Italy, Switzerland, Bulgaria,
Germany, Austria, Norway and
the Netherlands.

The number of Christians at-
tending church services in most
European countries has reduced
substantially.

In a recent survey, many young
people between the ages of 16 and
29 conceded that they have no re-
ligious affiliation, and a significant
percentage of those who identify
with Christianity do not attend re-
ligious services.

Many empty churches have
been purchased by Muslims and
converted into mosques.

An increasing number of Euro-
peans find the minarets, which are
rapidly replacing church spires or
steeples, and the adhaan ‘intru-
sive’.

There are diverse reasons for
objections to hijab, minarets and
Muslim family law.

One is that in a secular country,
there should be no public display
(including attire) of one’s religion.

France is the strictest country in
Europe with the application of this
policy.

Another is that women must be
identifiable – a woman who con-
ceals her face is suspect.

Finally, the face veil is seen as a
sign of oppression of Muslim
women, which creates a negative
image of Islam. The irony is that
nuns are excluded from this prohi-
bition.

Halaal outlets have also caused
consternation in some European
countries. While on the one hand
there has been opposition by ani-
mal rights activists to the slaughter
of animals, for some Europeans
the designation ‘halaal’ represents
‘cultural self-segregation’ and  ‘Is-

lamisation’.
The opposition to Halaal is

spreading throughout Europe. 
Then there is also the complaint

that Muslims resist integration
with Western societies.

This is true of many Muslim
minorities. If the reference is to
Muslims isolating themselves from
the broader society, lack of Mus-
lim participation in civic affairs,
the complaint is justified.

As a matter of fact, several
prominent Muslim leaders of
Muslim minorities have been urg-
ing Muslims to become active
members in their communities, to
join clubs and societies, and to in-
volve themselves with NGOs.

However, it is not clear what is
meant by Muslims should con-
form to ‘our way of life’. If the ref-
erence is to individual rights as
perceived in the ‘West’, some of
them are in conformity with Is-
lamic teachings and Muslims
should have no problem accepting
them but several are incompatible
with individual rights in Islam,
such as absolute freedom of ex-
pression.

If the call is for Muslims is to
conform to all ‘European’ values,
Muslims are unlikely to respond.
The majority of Muslims will not
compromise on matters that are
underpinned by specific rules and
regulations.

Unfortunately, this leads to the
impression that Muslims are back-
ward, retrogressive and inflexible.

Islamophobia is gaining mo-
mentum in Europe.

Some ‘right’ elements in Europe
are now campaigning to prevent
immigration, in particular Muslim
immigration.

The most effective way to chal-
lenge Islamophobia is through di-
alogue, education and interaction.

Discussions with Dangor
What underpins Islamophobia?

There is suspicion that Muslims want to take over Europe as
the Ottomans did in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, writes
EMERITUS PROFESSOR SULEMAN DANGOR.

Many empty churches have been purchased by Muslims and converted into
mosques. An increasing number of Europeans find the minarets, which are

rapidly replacing church spires or steeples, and the adhaan ‘intrusive’...
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SHAFIQ MORTON
ON weekdays in Bo-Kaap, access
via Wale Street can be a
 nightmare. Tour buses block the
road and there is all the chaos of
crowds and out-of-Africa khaki,
as well as those trying to do their
normal daily business.

For the residents of Bo-Kaap, it
is often a nuisance. For those liv-
ing nearby, it is a daily invasion of
their privacy. In fact, the gentrifi-
cation of the inner Bo-Kaap –
spearheaded by Blok Urban Devel-
opers – is intimately linked to the
tourist industry making Bo-Kaap
a human zoo.

Here, a burgeoning problem is
the increasingly racist attitude of
some tour groups and guides, who
– like the so-called developers –
just see Bo-Kaap as a place to
make money. The problem, as res-
idents will tell you, is that most of
these guides have no clue as to
what they are talking about, and
the multi-million rand tourism in-
dustry benefits Bo-Kaap very little.

Having known Bo-Kaap inti-
mately for over 30 years, I have
witnessed a sea of change in the
area and its immediate environs.
From being a quaint but unobtru-
sive historical part of town, it
started to come under pressure
post-1994 – and especially after
2006 when the DA took power in
the city.

This is not to deny that Bo-
Kaap has never had its own share
of socio-economic and inner-city
challenges. But I must admit, ob-
serving its gentrification over the
years has been akin to watching a
massive python swallowing up the
neighbourhood.

In the 1980s, from almost any
clear point, you could still get a
view into the city bowl across to
Walmer Estate. Try that now from
lower Longmarket, or Shortmar-
ket Streets. All the old views have
been blocked by ‘development’
projects encroaching more and

more on the historical fringe.
Their very existence is primarily

due to a cavalier disregard of her-
itage and overlay status owed to
Bo-Kaap for years. We have to re-
mind ourselves that for reasons
still to be explained, the Bo-Kaap
historical overlay document sat
unsigned on DA Mayor Patricia de
Lille’s desk from 2013 until

protests broke out in 2018.
It took last year’s street action,

and the Metro police brutalising
90-year-olds, to finally wake up
national government to the reality

that Cape Town’s most historic
neighbourhood, its populace frus-
trated beyond measure, was under
grave threat.

Historically, Bo-Kaap is a na-
tional asset. It was where free
blacks from the 17th century built
their houses. It was the stamping
ground of luminaries such as Tuan
Guru, who educated the oppressed
and built the country’s first
mosque. And critically, it is the liv-
ing home to descendants of the
colony’s slave population.

And lest we forget, it was these
people who, on gaining their free-
dom in the 1830s, became the ar-
tisans – the stonemasons, the
plasterers, the plumbers and the
woodworkers – who built mod-
ern-day Cape Town.

For all these reasons, Bo-Kaap
has always deserved respect. This
respect has not been forthcoming
from the city, which seems to think
it is perfectly normal to tax work-
ing class people who have lived in
Bo-Kaap for decades, out of their
homes so the wealthy can move in.

Then there is a certain city
councillor, whose ward is Sea
Point where Blok’s Marco van
Embden rules supreme, who at-
tended Blok’s sod turning cere-
mony at the now infamous Lion
Street site. However, our point in
this article is that the tourism in-
dustry is a symptom of the greater
urban pox of economic apartheid
by Blok and others.

It has to be noted that the
tourism industry has done little, if
nothing, to police its errant guides
in Bo-Kaap, who insult and deni-
grate us as a community, and tell
blatant untruths about our history.

For instance, if I were a tour
guide in Rome, and I told tourists
that Michelangelo was so stoned
he could only paint the ceiling of

the Sistine Chapel while lying on
his back, I would most certainly be
fired. Yet, a tour guide in Cape
Town can tell his group – without
censure – that the houses in Bo-
Kaap were painted in different
colours so that drunken husbands
could find their doors.

This is a bigoted slur, especially
for Muslims who live in most of
these houses. There is also the fact
that the houses in Bo-Kaap were
only painted in bright colours in
the 1990s. This kind of nonsense
and the flights of fancy, which
some of these guides indulge in,
and which Bo-Kaap residents can
attest to, should no longer be tol-
erated.

To this effect, I would recom-
mend that no guides from the mo-
nopolies be permitted to go into
Bo-Kaap anymore. It sounds dras-
tic, yes, but they should be
banned. They should not be al-
lowed to go beyond Wale Street.

Instead, the big companies
should be obliged to employ step-
in guides from the Bo-Kaap com-
munity; guides who are more
knowledgeable and who can un-
derstand and interpret our local
history properly.

In addition, there should be
more of a focus on small groups
and home-grown hospitality – in
other words, the authentic Bo-
Kaap experience.

We know that there are some
intrepid people in Bo-Kaap al-
ready doing this. But more of our
own need to be empowered to
showcase our unique culture to
the world, and to economically en-
ergise the Bo-Kaap community.

Beating gentrification means
gaining dignity, and as long as our
racist tour guides and companies
patronise and disempower us, Bo-
Kaap will not be free.

Reclaiming heritage and respect: the Bo-Kaap tour guide saga

200 Longmarket Street. The heritage of Bo-Kaap goes beyond the buildings.
Photo SHAFIQ MORTON

The view down Longmarket Street today. Hemmed in, there is no longer a clear sighting to Walmer Estate and the flashing
dome of the Azzawia announcing the end of the day’s fasting. Photo SHAFIQ MORTON

Bo-Kaap in an ungentrified era. Photo SHAFIQ MORTON
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Imtiyaaz Nassadien 
Financial Planner 
087 809 0945 | 076 994 9554
nassadien@sanlam4u.co.za

Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.

Will your  
be left to luck

IMAGINE making a kind gesture
to a family member by gifting
them a sum of money or a
 property but then being slapped
by the taxman for your good
deed. Yes, you can be taxed for
money you give away! Welcome
to the world of donations tax.

The Income Tax Act defines a
donation as ‘any gratuitous dis-
posal of property and any gratu-
itous waiver of a right’.

This definition includes all gifts,
allowances and any items given
away for ‘free’ or below their fair
value.

It is not a well-known fact that,
in South Africa, we have a dona-
tions tax levied at 20% of the
value of the donation. Remember,
donations do not always take the

form of money.
They can be in kind, which

means the donation of an actual
physical asset.

The deemed value of these do-
nations is dependent on the form
of the asset.

If it is trading stock, trading as-
sets or other movable assets, it will
be deemed to be the fair value re-
gardless of what you ‘sell’ it for.
Immovable property, like your
house for example, has a pre-
scribed formula.

Understanding this, how often
do you think you are making

donations?
Before all hope is extinguished

and you panic about the amount
of tax you owe, there is an annual

exemption of R100 000 that every
natural person in the country re-
ceives. This exemption removes
the need to pay any tax on dona-
tions up to an amount of R100
000.

Essentially, this covers most do-
nations in ordinary, everyday lives.
This exemption is only applied to
natural people (you and me),
whereas a company would only
have a R10 000 exemption.

Amounts donated above the ex-
emption would attract tax at an
amount of 20% of the donation
value. For instance, if you buy
your child a car for R140 000 and
have made no other donations in

the year then you are liable for tax
on R40 000 at 20%. This means
that Sars expects a payment of R8
000.

Further to the individual ex-
emption mentioned above, there
are specific donations that are ex-
cluded from the tax and would
not be included in your R100 000.

The main exclusions are:
l donations between spouses (all

the more reason to buy your
wife that diamond necklace);

l donations to charity organisa-
tions and other public benefit
organisations. (Don’t forget
your S18A Certificate – more

on this in our next article);
l donations in terms of a will of

a deceased person;
l donations to spheres of govern-

ment and tribal councils.
As mentioned earlier, the value

of a donation is always deemed to
be at fair value to avoid individu-
als trying to be smart and donate
cars to each other at a nominal
amount (e.g. R100). This specifi-
cally applies when property and
other similar assets are being do-
nated.

All in all, donating can be an
expensive or a lucrative endeav-
our, depending on how you do it.
Despite donations tax being very
difficult to ascertain and monitor
by Sars, it is worth being aware of
the implications of this piece of
law.
Contact any of Nexia SAB&T
branches nationally for assistance
in your tax affairs.
Please note that the above is for
information purposes only and
does not constitute tax advice. As
each individual’s personal
 circumstances vary, we
 recommend they seek advice on
the matter. Please note that while
every effort is made to ensure
 accuracy, Nexia SAB&T does not
accept responsibility for any
 inaccuracies or errors contained
herein. If you are in doubt about
any information in this article or
require any advice on the topical
matter, please do not hesitate to
contact any Nexia SAB&T office
nationally.

What are donations, and
how are they taxed?
HASSEN KAJIE, CA (SA), a director of Nexia SAB&T, based
in the Cape Town office, and AYSHA OSMAN, CA (SA),
 National Technical Manager for Nexia SAB&T, in the
 Centurion office, give us some insight into donations tax.

Hassen Kajie Aysha Osman

Focus on Finance

It is not a well-known fact that, in South Africa, 
we have a donations tax levied at 20% 

of the value of the donation.
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Cnr. Reen & Carrick Roads, Athlone Industria Tel: 021 637 6810 
eliteccinfo@gmail.com Visit our website www.elitecc.co.za for all our specials

JOIN OUR WHATSAPP SPECIALS LIST 
& STAY UP TO DATE WITH OUR LATEST DEALS!

Kindly send your name & surname to 062 840 9367 
and we will add you to our growing WhatsApp database. facebook.com/elitecashcarry

THE BETTER WAY 
TO SHOP...

TODAY & EVERYDAY!

Sabra and
Shatila 
massacre
numbers
challenged
Att: Mr Farid Sayed and
Mr Mahmood Sanglay.
Dear Sirs

Thank you very much for your
article, ‘Painful narratives from
refugees in Lebanon’ (Muslim
Views, May 2019). It was most in-
teresting, indeed.

Can you please tell me how do
you know that 1 400 Palestinians
in Shatila and Sabra refugee camps
in Lebanon were killed in the mas-
sacre in the Lebanon war in 1982?
Where did this number come
from?

You don’t mention who did
these most terrible deeds! Why?

And you don’t mention why
they are refugees after so many
years! Over 70 years!

And if you don’t know, I will let
you know.

Because their own brothers
want to keep them like that: in
poverty, no citizenship and no
rights. Shame on them.

Those Arabs in the ‘Middle-
East’ are part of their [Palestinian]
fraternity, yet they use them as a
weapon against Israel.

And how come that you don’t
blame Israel’s army for that mas-
sacre? If you don’t know, it was
the Christian Phalange militia that
did that most terrible thing!

Regards, thanks and hope you
had a good fast.

Norman
Cape Town

NB: Please be so kind and write
back to me. Thanks

Mahmood Sanglay replies:
Dear Norman
Thank you for your letter of 
May 8.

The number of Palestinians
killed in the 1982 massacres at
Sabra and Shatila is cited in vari-
ous sources.

Wikipedia says 460 to 3 500
and Global Research says up to 
3 500. Both of these are reliable
and independent sources.

Israel invaded Lebanon on Sep-
tember 16, 1982, and surrounded
the camps to prevent the refugees
from leaving.

The Israeli army then provided
passage to the right-wing
Lebanese Christian Phalange mili-
tia, known enemies of the Pales-
tinians.

The Israelis fired flares
throughout the nights of Septem-
ber 16 to 18, to enable the Pha-
langists to do their killing. In
addition, Israel supplied the bull-
dozers to dig mass graves. In
1983, the Israeli Kahan Commis-
sion found that Ariel Sharon, the
Israeli defence minister at the time,
bore ‘personal responsibility’ for
the slaughter.

The massacre at Sabra and

Shatila was a direct consequence
of Israel’s violation of the Ameri-
can-brokered ceasefire and the im-
punity bestowed on Israel by the
US and its allies.

The article in the May edition
of Muslim Views was on the hu-
manitarian work of Africa Mus-
lims Agency in aid of various
refugees, and the narratives of the
refugees. Hence, there was no
need to report on the political de-

velopments that caused the mil-
lions of people in the Middle East
to become refugees.

But since you ask why they are
refugees, you should be informed
that the main causes of refugees
are war and human rights viola-
tions. In both instances, Israel and
the US are the key drivers of war
and human rights violations in the
Middle East.

They bear responsibility for

destabilising the region through
invasion, occupation and pursuing
their primary interest, namely, the
energy resources of the region.

You are right about the Arabs,
particularly the Saudis. They have
betrayed the Palestinians in the in-
terests of securing their dictator-
ships through loyalty to Israel and
the US. As Trump famously said,
the Saudi regime wouldn’t survive
a week without US protection.

Letters to the Editor

IUC ‘Fasting for the love of Allah’ presentation: The Islamic Unity Convention (IUC) Educator’s Forum celebrated their 20th
‘Fasting for the Love of Allah’ programme at the College of Nursing hall, in Surrey Estate, on Saturday, June 22, 2019. The
event was attended by close to 300 children and parents from areas such as Bonteheuwel, Manenberg and Parkwood. The
highlight for the parents was when their children each received a medal, certificate and a goodie bag packed with luxuries.
The adults received an English translation of the Quraan and a prayer mat. The function concluded with a group picture of
participants waving their Palestinian flags in solidarity with the children of Palestine. Parents were emotional when the
 salutations to the Prophet (SAW) was led by Mualim Confield, from Bonteheuwel. Photo ABOOBAKER SHABODIEN
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DILSHAD PARKER
I’M not entirely sure what I was
expecting from the Bo-Kaap
street boeka that took place on
May 31, towards the end of
 Ramadaan this year.

It was the first time I attended
and the term ‘street boeka’ seemed
to imply a bit of a party atmos-
phere; maybe more socialising and
quite loud crowds. I was not ex-
pecting the quietly restrained and
deeply respectful event it turned
out to be.

Make no mistake, there was a
lot of people and a lot of socialis-
ing going on but it was with an air
of sharing and getting to know
strangers sitting across from you
with whom you would shortly be
breaking bread.

So what is the Bo-Kaap street
boeka really about?

It’s about people reclaiming
their neighbourhoods, and it is ex-
tending beyond Bo-Kaap with
other neighbourhoods on the
Cape Flats also having had their
own versions of a street boeka.

2018 saw the first street boeka
when, after the protests against
the gentrification of Bo-Kaap, the
community decided to reclaim
their streets in a show of solidarity
and as a reminder of the diversity
of this area.

It is also about welcoming and
getting to know people from other
faiths and sharing with them what
Ramadaan is all about.

We arrived at 5.30pm to a cor-
doned off Wale Street from Buiten-
gracht Street. Police cars blocked
the street from traffic and police-

men directed people towards the
area. Organisers were laying
sheets of white paper in three rows
all the way from Buitengracht up
the hill till around the corner into
Rose Street.

We found a clear spot between
groups of people and settled down
on our musallas and blanket in the
street. There was so many people,
I craned and stretched to see if I
recognised anyone. For some time
I hardly saw anyone I knew.

I consider my family and net-
work to be pretty big – as Indian
families often are – but the Mus-
lim community in Cape Town is
vast and I am always surprised at
the amount of people I do not
know when I attend gatherings of
this nature. It makes for keeping
your feet on the ground when you

know what a small fish you really
are and how big the pond really is.

This last Friday of the month
coincided with Al Quds day,
which is commemorated on the
last Friday of Ramadaan and in-
ternationally recognised as a day
when people protest in various
ways the ongoing and unresolved
situation in Palestine.

BDS and other organisations
were giving speeches in the back-
ground as people were arriving
and settling in. Punnets of dates
and savouries were placed before
us ready for when the adhaan
would herald the time to break
our fast.

Dusk was descending with the
slope of Signal Hill in the back-
ground. You could not have a
more Instagrammable picture.

The notices for the event had
requested everyone to bring their
eatables for iftaar, with a little
extra to share but as we waited,
plate after plate of savouries and
sweet snacks were laid down on
the white sheets of paper. Many
people would be going home with
the food they came with at this
rate.

Akhni was also being served
from the back of a bakkie. I don’t
know what the plan was for the
rest of the food but hope it was
gathered and distributed to char-
ity.

The adhaan was heard and
everyone broke their fast. Tupper-
wares of goodies were shared with
strangers alongside and opposite.
There were quite a few people
who looked like tourists in the
crowd, curious to know about our
traditions and being made quite
comfortable.

Typical of our community, I
saw them being inundated with

food, everyone ensuring that they
had been offered something. I saw
a couple who ended up sitting
with a whole array of plates before
them looking a bit awed at every-
one’s attention. Yes, we know how
to ply people with food.

The crowd pulled together on
the street for salaah as the imam
started the prayers. Within two or
three minutes, we had our musal-
las on the ground and organised
ourselves into neat safs. Those
who did not have, shared other
people’s musallas or threw their
jackets on the ground to make
sujud on.

The sense of community and
humanity at this point reminded
me of my time in Madinah, six
months ago when I was on
Umrah, when you shared what-
ever you had with strangers and
your ego took a back seat.

The salaah made under the
stars was beautiful, quiet and
peaceful. As we finished up and
the imam was reciting the Fatihah,
his mike may have faltered be-
cause his voice fizzled out.

The musallees picked up on the
rest of it and you heard this low,
melodious hum of collective voices
as we recited and finished the Fati-
hah together. It was enough to
bring a little lump to my throat
and be so proud to have been part
of this gathering.
Dilshad Parker is owner and
 author of
www.hungryforhalaal.co.za

Taking boeka to the streets in Bo-Kaap

Signal Hill was the backdrop for the Bo-Kaap street boeka.
Photo DILSHAD PARKER

An abundance of food and treats was
donated and shared.

Photo DILSHAD PARKER
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IBRAHIM OKSAS 
and NAZEEMA AHMED

IN commenting on the frequently
repeated phrase of ‘His is the
 dominion’, which is the
 declaration of ‘Lahul mulk’ in the
third Kalimah, Bediuzzaman Said
Nursi, in his Risale-i Nur, says
that every creature from the face
of the earth to the Divine
Throne, from the smallest
 particles to the heavenly bodies,
everything from pre-eternity to
post-eternity, this world (dunya)
and the hereafter (ahirah),
 belongs to Allah Almighty.

His is the highest degree of
ownership in the form of the
greatest affirmation of tawhid
(tawhid aatham).

Bediuzzaman indicates that the
declaration, ‘Lahul mulk’, is be-
cause the macrocosm is similar to
the microcosm.

That is to say, the macrocosm,
which is called the universe, and
the microcosm, which is its minia-
ture specimen and is called man,
point to evidence of tawhid, both
within man’s self and outside it,
that are written by the pens of di-
vine power and divine determin-
ing.

There is within man the sample,
on a very small scale, of the or-
derly art that is in the universe.
And as the art that is present in the
vast sphere testifies to the Single
Maker, so the microscopic art,

which is on a tiny scale in man,
points to the Maker and demon-
strates His unity.

Bediuzzaman then asks
whether it is at all possible that
anything other than the Single
One of Unity could have a hand in
placing the stamp of uniqueness
on men’s faces, which, although
they resemble one another, all
have their distinguishing marks.

Furthermore, is it possible that
anything other than the Single
One of Unity can have a hand in
setting the seal of unity on the uni-
verse, all of whose creatures co-
operate, help and support one
another?

Could anything interfere in
this?

The All-Wise Maker created the
macrocosm (universe) in such a
novel, wonderful form, inscribing
on it the signs of His grandeur,
that He transformed it into a
mighty masjid.

And He created man in this
way, giving him an intellect and
causing him to prostrate in won-
derment at those miracles of Allah
Almighty’s art and at His won-
drous power.

He caused him to read the signs
of His grandeur and He created
man as a prostrating slave.

Bediuzzaman further says that
the Glorious Lord of All Domin-
ion created the universe, and espe-
cially the face of the earth, so that
it resembles countless concentric

circles or spheres.
Every sphere is like an arable

field where, minute by minute,
season by season, He sows, reaps
and harvests crops.

Next, He has made the face of
the earth, which is a medium
sphere, a place of cultivation in ex-
actly the same way, where, season
by season, He plants species, and
reaps and harvests them.

His immaterial crops, too, He
sends to the immaterial worlds, to
the worlds of the unseen, and to
the ahirah.

He has created everything in
His property as a page; He writes
meaningful letters in hundreds of
ways on each page.

He displays His wisdom, His
signs, and He invites intelligent
creatures to read them.

In addition to bringing the
macrocosm into being in the form
of a cultivated property, He has
created man and has given him
such tools and abilities, senses,
feelings, and especially nafs such
as desires, appetites, greed and
claims, that in that extensive prop-
erty, he is like a totally owned
creature who is in great need of all
of it.

Is it therefore at all possible that
anything apart from the Glorious
Rabb of All Dominion, makes
everything from the vast world of
minute particles to a fly, as a field
and cultivated property, and
makes insignificant man a specta-

tor, inspector, tiller, merchant, her-
ald, worshipper and slave in that
vast property, and takes him as an
honoured guest and beloved ad-
dressee of Himself?

Could anything other than Him
have free disposal over the prop-
erty and be lord over the totally
owned slave?

Furthermore, the Glorious
Maker’s art in the macrocosm
(universe) is so meaningful that
because it is manifested in the
form of a book, the human intel-
lect has extracted the library of
true natural science and philoso-
phy from it and has written the li-
brary accordingly.

Moreover, just as His art in the
universe is in the form of a book,
describing its perfect order so, too,
His inscription of His wisdom in
man has opened the flower of
speech. 

And it has equipped the power
of speech and expression, which is
situated in man’s head, with such
exalted tools and abilities that it
has caused it to develop and
progress to a degree that man be-
comes the addressee of the Pre-
Eternal Monarch.

Bediuzzaman mentions a fur-
ther consideration, which is that
divine power in the macrocosm
(universe) demonstrates the
majesty of Allah Almighty’s rule
whereas His rahmah displays His
ni’mah in man, who is the micro-
cosm.

That is, the Maker’s power, in
respect of grandeur and glory
(jalaal), creates the universe in the
form of a palace so magnificent
that its sun is a mighty electric
light, its moon, a lamp, and its
stars, candles and scattered lights.

At the same time, the face of the
earth is a laden table, an arable
field, a garden, a carpet; and its
mountains, each a storehouse, a
mast, a fortress.

Allah Almighty demonstrates
His rahmah in respect of beauty
(jamaal), through bestowing on all
creatures with spirits, and even on
the minutest animate creatures,
the varieties of His ni’mah, order-
ing their beings with them. He
adorns them from head to toe
with this ni’mah.

That is, while the huge heav-
enly bodies like the suns and con-
stellations are proclaiming with
the tongue of majesty: ‘O Glorious
One! O Mighty One! O August
One,’ those tiny animate creatures,
like flies and fishes, are declaring
but with the tongue of mercy: ‘O
Beautiful One! O Compassionate
One! O Generous One,’ they are
adding their gentle songs to that
great orchestra, sweetening it.

In conclusion, is it therefore at
all possible that anything other
than the All-Glorious One of
Beauty and All-Beauteous One of
Glory could have any part in the
creation of the universe and man?
Allah forbid!

Light from the Quran

The universe and man: evidence of tawhid
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JASMINE KHAN
THE Cathedral of Notre Dame,
built 850 years ago as a place for
Catholics to worship God, has
over the centuries become an
icon and a place to worship.

Therefore, when a major fire
engulfed the medieval building
earlier this year, thousands of peo-
ple gathered in the streets around
the cathedral, observing the flames
in horrified silence, many openly
weeping while others sang hymns
or said prayers.

Visibly emotional, President
Macron called it a ‘terrible
tragedy’ and vowed to launch an
international fundraising scheme
to rebuild the cathedral.

Flash to the Middle East where
entire countries are burning and
human beings are killed, and no
one watches in horror or sheds
any tears.

Historian Camille Pascal said
that ‘invaluable heritage had been
destroyed. We can be only horri-
fied by what we see’.

Henri Astier, of BBC World
Online, said that watching such an
embodiment of the permanence of
a nation burn and its spire collapse
is profoundly shocking to any
French person.

Within minutes, millions of
euros suddenly materialised for
the rebuilding of what is really just
a building. Between $835 million
and more than $1billion has been

pledged while, elsewhere, relief
agencies work tirelessly to raise
money to aid the starving, injured
and displaced who were forced
from their homes and homelands.

The first major donations were
pledged before the fire had even
been extinguished.

On April 15, magnate Francois-
Henri Pinault said he would con-
tribute $112 million, followed by
his rival Bernard Arnault, who an-
nounced a donation twice his
competitor’s amount.

As the pledges were made, indi-
viduals associated with France’s
wealthiest families argued that the
donations were tributes to the his-
torical and cultural significance of
Notre Dame.

Any reference to the spiritual
significance of the cathedral was
conspicuously absent – another in-
dication that what was originally
intended as a place to worship
God had become an object of wor-
ship.

Dismay at the speed at which
millions were being pledged

within hours has had a reaction
both inside and outside France. ‘If
they can give tens of millions to re-
build Notre-Dame then they
should stop telling us there is no
money to help with the social
emergency,’ noted Philippe Mar-
tinez, head of the CGT trade
union.

Abroad, critics emphasised that
destroyed landmarks in non-West-
ern locales – such as the ancient
sites destroyed by the Islamic State
in Syria – have hardly inspired
such a global groundswell.

‘In just a few hours today, 650
million euros was donated to re-
build Notre Dame,’ South Africa-
based journalist Simon Allison
tweeted. ‘In six months, just 15
million euros has been pledged to
restore Brazil’s National Museum,
which burnt down last September.’

What is of far more concern is
that, daily, people are being killed
in the Middle east, entire families
driven from their homes and mil-
lions are starving and suffering
from the injuries of war.

These atrocities have been hap-
pening for decades yet the world is
silent. The destruction of bricks
and mortar engenders extreme
sadness and they cannot get over
the fact that something they con-
sidered to be permanent is in fact
perishable.

Fortunately, there has been
some unease centred on a per-
ceived disparity between concern
for the fate of beautiful monu-
ments and concern for the strug-
gles of real people but is it enough
to make a difference?

Caroline Fourest, a French fem-
inist and writer, said she thinks she
understands the collective out-
pouring over Notre Dame, even
though the nation’s mourning is
different than after major terrorist
attacks in France.

‘It’s not the same loss or the
same anguish because no one
died,’ she said. ‘But with Notre
Dame, we were afraid of losing a
part of the beauty that makes liv-
ing in Paris so sweet. There’s sad-
ness there.’

What kind of a world do we
live in when we live in a city which
is not distinguished by its human-
ity or compassion for others but
rather identified by what is man-
made; when the damage of some-
thing, however iconic, can
provoke such immense sadness?

Yet, no such anguish is ever dis-
played at the images of suffering
and horribly maimed young chil-
dren, and starving and emaciated
human beings.

Notre dame is basically a
church, beautiful and striking ac-
cording to worldly standards but
still only bricks and mortar; and
whatever its history, still a place
designed for worship.

The sad part is not that it has
been damaged.

What is really sad is that a place
in which people have to worship
God has, instead, become some-
thing to worship.

This why, nowhere, is any men-
tion made of the spiritual loss to
the people; their lives will simply
just be less sweet.

From Consciousness to Contentment
A place for worship becomes a place to worship

‘In just a few hours today, 650 million euros was donated to rebuild 
Notre Dame,’ South Africa-based journalist Simon Allison tweeted. ‘In 
six months, just 15 million euros has been pledged to restore Brazil’s 

National Museum, which burnt down last September.’
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THE ancient Egyptians were
masters in many fields of
 endeavour. They embalmed
 bodies, such as that of the great
pharaoh Rameses II, and it lasted
several thousand years.

I saw his regal mummified body
in the Egyptian Museum, in Cairo,
together with that of other
pharaohs that ruled ancient Egypt
through many dynasties.

On death, their bodies were
eviscerated (all the internal organs
and brain removed) and placed in
a container filled with natron, a
potent mixture of raw salt, for 72
days. This mixture sucked out all
the water from the body, leaving it
as dry as biltong.

The body was then wrapped in
many layers of cotton cloth im-
pregnated with secret unguents
and aromatic oils. The mummy
was then encased in a coffin deco-
rated by master craftsmen.

In this archive-wrapped state,
the coffins were ensconced in spe-
cial, elaborate graves in the Valley
of the Kings, in Luxor. The graves,
dug deep into the cliffs of the val-
ley, were sealed against the
weather and robbers.

The preserved bodies survived
for millennia but the robbers
feasted on the gold, ivory and pre-
cious stones interred with the
pharaohs. The only unplundered
grave that has survived to modern
times is that of Tutankhamun, a
minor king who died at an early
age. His stunning, solid gold coffin
and masks are displayed in special
rooms in the modern Egyptian
Museum. They still constitute the
largest solid gold objects in the
world. Given his low stature in the
pharaoh-calendar, it beggars belief
as to what has been lost from the
graves of the great pharaohs, such

as Rameses II and Tutmosis.
The preservation of historic and

cultural assets are vital to history
and the understanding of the de-
velopment and demise of civilisa-
tions; and even down to the lives
of individuals in society.

The ancient Egyptians empiri-
cally knew this. They kept records
of many everyday transactions,
giving us insight into their world.
We now even know what the
workers who built the pyramids
ate.

The Egyptians produced writ-
ing material from reeds growing in
the flood basin and the banks of
the Nile River. Their papyrus
(paper) sheets and rolls were used
to record transactions, prayers and
everyday events. We can decipher
their writing (hieroglyphics – pic-
ture writing, and the more sym-
bol-writing called demotic), giving
life to the history of the cradle of
social civilisation.

Locally, we have many hand-
written books, primarily of a reli-
gious nature. These are vital links
to our forebears. They should be
preserved, not burnt as some are
wont to do. When we are ignorant
of their worth or when you want
to get rid of books and unwanted
papers, first seek advice of their
worth.

Remember, many of these pa-
pers may be precious echoes of our
past. Every scrap of paper often
tells a tale. Every historic page
burnt makes us historically poorer.

To preserve documents, books
and papers, they should be housed
in a dry, cool and dark container
or shelf. Precious documents
should be written or printed on
acid-free paper. The average news-
paper is not printed on such paper
and disintegrate within a few
months or years, depending on
how they are kept.

Also, and this is vital, precious
material should be kept in a phys-

ical paper form.
Modern, digital storage of vital

documents is playing with fire.
Some of my articles have been
deleted or are irretrievable because
they were written in ancient for-
mats such as Wordperfect, and

other word processing packages.
Sometimes, a touch of a button
can send your hard-sweated writ-
ings to perdition.

The ancient Egyptians were
smart; they used papyrus, reed
pens and archival pigments.

When you dabble in an art such
as painting, it is wise to buy the
best paint and the best surface,
such as cotton and flax canvas. By
all means experiment with cheaper
brands of paint but, for your mas-
terpiece, use paints that are stable
and can withstand strong light and
the weather elements.

Note: Some pigments are ‘sta-
ble’, meaning resistant to fading,
others are ‘fugitive’; they fade in
strong light. Artist paint tubes are
marked with five stars (*****),
signalling very stable pigments.
Two stars (**) means fugitive,
which you should use with cau-
tion. Yellow is one of the colours
that tend to fade. In The British
National Art Gallery there is a
painting of sunflowers by the fa-
mous Dutch artist, Vincent van
Gogh, of yellow sunflowers. Sub-
jected to strong light and aging, it
has changed colours to an ugly,
brownish hue.

Pictures and paintings enrich
the written word. Who was Shake-
speare? What did he look like?

Be prudent. Be proactive. Save
today for tomorrow. Thanks will
only come long after you’re gone;
but isn’t that precious preservation
a gift to humankind?

The preservation of historic
and cultural assets are vital to
history and the understanding
of the development and demise
of civilisations, writes 
DR M C D’ARCY.

Art’s for All

Archiving: preserving the precious

Mural Bo-Kaap arcade. Nasser
Palangi’s 2006 mural depicts the
 historic Auwal Mosque, the James
French Angus painting of a Cape
Town 1840s madrasah and Victorian-
era Muslim ladies in their finery.

Photo M C D’ARCY

This British Portrait Gallery painting of the famed William Shakespeare is the authenticated depiction of the bard that has
given the English language its best plays and sonnets. Photo M C D’ARCY
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Open your heart this winter by providing warmth to the needy!

Join Muslim Hands South Africa in our annual 
Ubushushu Winter Drive aimed at providing 
blankets, beanies and nutritious whole-hearted 
meals to impoverished communities during the 
harsh winter season.

Muslim Hands
SOUTH AFRICA

#Ubushushu20191 Carnie Road, Rylands Estate, 7764 Cape Town, South Africa Bank Details: Standard Bank, Parow Centre Acc: 071621881  Branch Code: 031110

 

Sponsor a winter packR200

muslimhands.org.za | 021 633 6413

A blanket, a beanie 
and a warm meal

WARM HEARTS 
THIS WINTER

+ +

OR Donate any amount towards: 
Project Ubushushu

WINTER DRIVE

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

HARIS ZARGAR
THERE are few sports rivalries
to match that of an India versus
Pakistan cricket faceoff.

With over a billion people
cheering for these archrivals, the
game morphs from a mere sport-
ing spectacle to a bitter showdown
of conflicting nationalism and cul-
tural jingoism felt on and off the
field.

Amid this demonstration of
hyper-patriotism and sporting fer-
vour, the Indo-Pak cricket game is
another frontline for the resentful
Kashmiri population to express
their disdain for Delhi’s rule in the
restive Himalayan region, and a
tool of resistance against the In-
dian state.

Much like everything else in
Kashmir, expressing support for
India’s cricketing rivals becomes a
passionate act of political asser-
tion, rebellion and defiance, espe-
cially since Pakistan has long
supported Kashmir’s political as-
pirations and right to self-determi-
nation.

‘Sport is politics when it comes
to a cricket encounter between the
archrivals. It may not be so for the
cricketers playing the game on the
22-yard strip but it is something
more than just a game for Kash-
miris,’ explains Gowhar Geelani,
a Srinagar-based journalist and
sports commentator. ‘For a Kash-
miri cricket supporter, the Pak-
istan-India contest is war minus
the shooting.’

The dispute is rooted in the his-
toricity and context of the unre-
solved Kashmir debacle, where
many Kashmiris see Pakistan as a
‘sympathiser’ and India an ‘aggres-
sor’. This explains why Kashmiris
overwhelmingly cheered for Pak-
istan against India in the ICC
Champions Trophy final in 2017.

After Pakistan’s victory, resi-
dents of the capital, Srinagar, set
off firecrackers and carried out
celebratory rallies, waving Pak-
istani flags and chanting, ‘Jeevay
jeevay, Pakistan.’ (Long live, Pak-
istan.)

In a tweet to his thousands of
followers, senior separatist and
spiritual leader Mirwaiz Umar Fa-
rooq also congratulated team Pak-
istan, and said that all the
fireworks felt like ‘an early Eid in
the occupied valley’.

In response to the celebration,
India’s Central Reserve Police
Force stationed in the city report-
edly smashed cars and beat up lo-
cals.

In April 2017, a video of a local
Kashmir match went viral. In it,
players in the Pakistani cricket
team’s jersey stood to attention as
the Pakistani national anthem
played before the game. The local
police later arrested them.

For most Kashmiris, the event
was not extraordinary – playing
the anthem or wearing the
jersey happens at most of the
cricketing events. The state police
regularly issue advisories in ad-
vance to its men to prevent any
‘untoward incident’ during or
after cricket matches.

They also instruct locals not to
assemble on Srinagar streets to
watch Indo-Pak matches.

Expressing support for Pakistan
has often landed Kashmiris in
trouble with the Indian authori-
ties. Fearing reprisals from local
authorities, Kashmiris working
and studying in different parts of
India are often recalled home be-
fore any India-Pakistan cricketing
event.

In March 2014, a university in
the northern Indian state of Uttar
Pradesh expelled 67 Kashmiri stu-
dents for cheering for the Pak-
istani cricket team in an ACC Asia
Cup match against India. The stu-
dents were charged with sedition,
which carries a possible life sen-
tence.

These charges were later re-
voked following a public outcry in
the valley and intervention from

the Jammu and Kashmir state gov-
ernment. Pakistan offered places
in its local universities to the sus-
pended Kashmiri students.

Another private university in
the northern Indian city of Greater
Noida expelled six Kashmiri stu-
dents for shouting pro-Pakistan
slogans during a match.

In August 2014, as many as 12
students at a private engineering
college in the state of Punjab were
injured after clashes erupted over
Kashmiri students cheering for
Pakistan in a cricket match against
Sri Lanka.

In April 2016, local police in
Kashmir closed down an engineer-
ing college, the National Institute
of Technology, in Srinagar,
after local Kashmiri students quar-
relled with Indian students during
India’s World T20 semi-final clash
against the West Indies.

Kashmiri students’ support for
the West Indies irked their Indian
counterparts, resulting in a mas-
sive brawl.

‘Kashmiri’s love for Pakistan
cricket is not just in terms of the
sporting sense but it is an under-
standing that any applause for
Pakistan would hurt India’s ego,’
asserts Srinagar resident and
cricket enthusiast Hilal Ahmed.

‘Even when India played
against the West Indies in 1983
and the Aussies in 1986, at Srina-
gar’s lone international cricket sta-
dium, the Kashmir crowds booed

the Indian team and raised slogans
in support of the Caribbean and
Kangaroos,’ says Geelani.

Also in 2016, former Pakistani
all-rounder Shahid Afridi stirred
up a massive controversy in India
after he said people had travelled
from Kashmir to Kolkata to sup-
port Pakistan during the ICC T20
World Cup.

Afridi has never shied away
from raising the contentious topic
in public. In his autobiography,
Game Changer, he said Pakistani
Prime Minister and former captain
Imran Khan must do more for
Kashmir and its people.

‘Kashmir belongs to the Kash-
miris. Not to Indians. Not to Pak-
istanis. That debate comes later.
But first and foremost, Kashmir is
for the Kashmiri people them-
selves,’ wrote the 40-year-old
cricketer.

Indian cricket’s 
embarrassing Kashmir tale
On October 13, 1983, Kashmir

hosted its first-ever one-day inter-
national at Sher-i- Kashmir Sta-
dium, in Srinagar, in which a
highly spirited Indian team was
taking on the runners-up, the West
Indies, after having won the Pru-
dential World Cup at Lords, Eng-
land.

What followed was an absolute
embarrassment for the hosts. The
highly charged Kashmiri specta-
tors, who filled the stadium to ca-

pacity, chanted anti-India slogans
with many attendees carrying and
displaying posters of Imran Khan.

The West Indies received
tremendous support from the
crowd as every boundary and
every Indian batsman’s wicket was
cheered with delight. The atmos-
phere was so electric that West In-
dies skipper Clive Lloyd later said
he felt as if he was playing in the
lanes of his village at home.

During the lunchtime break,
three local youths rushed to the
wicket and tried digging up the
pitch to disrupt the match. The
trio were quickly detained.

According to the police charge
sheet, the group had attempted to
disrupt the match as Kashmir was
a disputed territory and could not,
therefore, host international
matches. After 28 years, a local
court in 2011 acquitted all the ac-
cused for want of evidence.

The cricket match was seen as
a referendum against India’s rule
years before the armed insurgency
erupted in the region. This is per-
haps one of the many reasons
Kashmir was never granted rights
to host a cricket match afterwards,
despite the popularity of the sport.

In a region where the loathing
against Delhi’s rule stems from the
demand for the right to self-deter-
mination, the hoarding of super-
star Indian cricketers like Virat
Kohli and Mahendra Singh Dhoni
in military uniform, placed in
many parts of the valley, is a re-
minder of why Indian cricketers
are not liked much in the region.

The Indian paramilitary and
police forces have placed big ad-
vertisements of Indian cricketers
and Bollywood stars in military fa-
tigues. It is mainly to showcase the
soft image of the Indian military in
Kashmir.

Indian cricketers tweet justifica-
tions for India’s military presence
and actions in the region, which
makes Kashmiris perceive them as
political figures used by the state
to strengthen its control in the dis-
puted region.

Against this backdrop of polit-
ical turmoil, cricket in Kashmir re-
mains both a tool of political
protest and a reason for celebra-
tion.

Politics and sports cannot al-
ways be divorced. For the world,
India-Pakistan cricket matches
may be just a game but for Kash-
mir, it remains much more than
sport.
This article was first published
by New Frame (www.newframe.com)

Sport as resistance in Kashmir

Kashmiri youth celebrate Pakistan’s victory over India in the final of the Champions Trophy on June 18, 2017. A few days
later, Seh Mudasir, a Kashmiri student studying at Jiwaji University in Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh was booked by local police
for a Facebook post where he commented: ‘I am Kashmiri and I like Pakistan. Pakistan Zindabad.’ Police said the charge
against Mudasir was ‘wantonly giving provocation with intent to cause riot’. Photo GOOGLE IMAGES


